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PREFACE

Human Capital Alliance Ltd will be celebrating its 10th anniversary in 2014. We are
pleased to publish “The Winning Edge – two decades of Asian business” as a tribute to
our stakeholders, especially our clients throughout Asia.
We have been successful during the past decade because our leaders and consultants
have melded their decades of business experience and knowledge of Asia and North America
to deliver much-needed value-added advisory services.
During the past decade, we have continuously attempted to stay ahead-of-the curve to
provide leading cutting-edge services to our customers and we hope to continue doing so in
the up-coming decades.
We hope The Winning Edge will provide additional insight into how we viewed the past and how
we consider the future sustainability of business in Asia.
Any undertaking of this magnitude would not have been successful without the
cooperation of our affiliate and editorial advisor, Pathfinder Asia Limited and our printer and
designer, Amarin Printing Plc.
Most importantly, we thank our clients and friends who have helped us along the way.
We hope you enjoy the publication.

Edwin Sim
December 2013
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Winning by throwing away the book
The traumatic “tom yam gung” economic crisis

Sigve Brekke, a tall, brilliant shiny-domed Norwegian

shook Thailand in 1998 and seriously damaged numerous

with a dynamic effervescent personality was building

Asian companies. Soon after, many foreign investors

Norway’s Telenor Group’s mobile telecommunications

jumped into the region and reinvigorated the economy

business throughout Asia.

with local partners.

During the next decade, I was lucky enough to nurture

After inevitable brief periods of struggle, numerous joint

a relationship with this gentlemen and his successful

ventures successfully created dynamic and innovative

joint ventures. Most importantly, it also gave me

companies from the ashes.

the opportunity to experience a close-up view of how a

One company threw out conventional textbook
solutions and used radical innovative management
strategies to hugely profit from a volatile fast-changing
post-recovery environment. Today, it is a major
participant in Asia’s dominance of global economic
growth.

Norwegian-owned telecom company and a Thai family
conglomerate capitalized on a volatile environment
by ignoring conventional management strategies and
shot successfully for the moon in a fast-changing
business recovery environment.
Prior to the 1998 economic crisis, many Thai companies
successfully rode late 1980s foreign-led investment

The tall Norwegian
In late 2001, I received a call from a heavily-accented
European gentleman who asked me if I could help his

booms that resulted in double digit export-driven
growth and subsequently plummeted with the late
1990s Asian financial crisis, when sudden currency
devaluations bankrupted many of them overnight.

company build a new senior management infrastructure
for its planned mobile-telecom joint venture in Thailand.
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As the company rode unprecedented growth in mid2004, Sigve and Vichai said at a Bangkok seminar
that they didn’t set out to execute a “A Blueprint For
Change Management Success”.
They were merely trying to create a new “DTAC Way”
that would rejuvenate what had become an also-ran in
a fast-growing competitive business.
Immediately after the 1998 Asian economic crisis,
the Thai mobile telecom industry was relatively small
with only about two to three million subscribers.

With the help of foreign venture partners, these
companies carved out new beginnings for themselves
and the region.
The way DTAC, an affiliate of Norway’s Telenor Group

Within a decade subscribers would sky-rocket past
61 million.
Sigve and Vichai knew they wanted DTAC to be on
the “gravy train” and didn’t want to miss the boat.

Plc and UCOM that controlled TAC, a Thai mobile

“I’m not sure everything we’ve done is applicable for

telephone concession achieved its post-crisis success

other industries or companies. Some of the things may

has left a very strong impression with me.

have worked at DTAC but may not work for others. This
is not a blueprint for anything other than turning DTAC

Fast-changing business environment
During an 18 month period beginning in mid-2002,
I watched co-CEOs Sigve Brekkle and Vichai Benja-

around a little.” Sigve said modestly.

Changing the organization and brand

rongkul team up and chart new waters by throwing

Vichai remembered the first day when as CEOs he

out conventional management textbooks to guide

and Sigve walked into the DTAC offices. “We had been

their company’s unprecedented growth. Their panache

executive directors of DTAC for about two years so

and consummate skills ultimately led to the company’s

we were not total strangers to the company. However,

current position as a dominant player in the competitive

we never actually worked in the company.”

Thai mobile phone market.

Both had previously attended many board meetings.

Together, the dynamic duo re-ignited a once stagnant

However, that first day, the two casually-dressed CEOs

family conglomerate subsidiary into one of the most

marched into boardroom to present a management brief

successful and talked-about organizations in Thailand.

and faced a room full of executives in jackets and ties.
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“They must have thought that Sigve and I were idiots

In the old DTAC three executives reported directly to the

when we began asking executives to tell us their vision

CEO. In the new DTAC, 18 executives reporting directly

so we could figure out the company’s mission.”

to the two Co-CEOs.

“Many of them probably wondered how two outsiders

Vichai said early on the two CEOs realized that DTAC

with no idea how to run the company could possibly

was a service company and its core assets were its

succeed. At that time the company had less than four

people and its satisfied customers.

million customers and faced a challenging market
situation.”

Two CEOs
A key questions asked by many management gurus

Many companies such as the old DTAC, Vichai said were
built around bosses. “We spent too much time satisfying
our bosses and often ignored our customer.”

Breaking down barriers

at the time was what type of organization was needed
to allow two “unconventional and crazy” CEOs to work

Soon after becoming Co-CEOs, Sigve and Vichai decided

effectively.

to formally tear down barriers that demarcated old
DTAC management from their innovative new ideas.

Vichai and Sigve decided to develop an open-style by
working together on everything. “We shared a common
interest and goal of driving this company beyond its
existing position and were willing to just go from there.”
One of the first things was removing the existing
formal organizational structure. “DTAC was a
13-year-old company built up during a duopoly
environment with two large organizations going
head-to-head; the Shin Group and the UCOM Group.”
Vichai’s Bencharongkul family had housed UCOM’s
mobile phone and internet company in a massive
office tower. The company was ruled by an entrenched
hierarchy with many senior executives in a highly
structure bureaucratic organization.
“We decided that we had a lot of remodelling to do, so
we began by tearing down the walls.”
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“We held a New Year’s party for 2000 staff in Bangkok,”

create products around their needs. “We asked our
people to think as customers and to identify relevant

Sigve and Vichai appeared on stage and sang their

touchpoints.”

own rap song that was recorded in a studio to all the
employees. Although it contained traditional New Year

Early on, DTAC learned it wouldn’t succeed by just

messages of appreciation and strategy, the presentation

developing the company’s best product and, then try

surprised everyone.

to sell it. “We had to identify their real needs and then
develop products that would service those needs.”

“It broke down the barriers.”
After that, DTAC staff no longer move discreetly away if
they encountered senior management in the elevators.

Not just about infrastructure,
technology and know how

“People began talking to us. The CEOs had become
human!”

Vichai said that many mobile phone operators tended
to merely think about infrastructure, technology and

Customer-centric focus
A new successful DTAC, Vichai said had to be a
customer-focused company, where all interfacing
touch-points would be with customers. “We had to
change the way we work.”
“Instead of serving the bosses, we had to learn how to
serve customers and make sure that we were the best
at it. We also had to be very close to our customers
because we needed to know what they really wanted
and we realized we could not just do that on our own.”

know-how and then try to force them on customers.
“You spend a lot of money trying to sell your technology
with advertising but at the end of the day the
customer only wants to know how much it all costs.
Consequently, early on in their tenure, Sigve and Vichai
decided that DTAC would not to be a technologydriven company but a customer-driven company.
“Obviously, we did something right because within a
few weeks of saying we were a customer-focused
company, everyone did the same thing and it became
a market standard.”

Instead of hiring consultants, the Co-CEOS asked their
stakeholders for ideas and encouraged them to talk to
customers. “We then came up with a new paradigm for
customer services.”
Immediately, the pair realized that customers were very
demanding and DTAC was compelled to continuously
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No textbooks
DTAC reorganised and changed its the management
style by not using any textbooks.“We respected
all that but in our situation we had to be free from
rigid ideas. So we developed our own free style.”

With 18 people reporting to them, the pair admitted

The two CEOs were constantly on the road. “We

it was initially quite messy and unstructured but it

couldn’t just operate from the 30th floor of the DTAC

challenged everyone to find integrated solutions for

headquarters.”

all problems. “If Sigve was challenged by a dealer
complaint about customer interfaces, he would use the

Sigve and Vichai continuously travelled throughout

whole value-chain to fix the problem. I did the same.”

the country, meeting people, customers and other
interested parties. Channels of communication

Produce good ideas and good
solutions

were quickly opened so dealers could contact them
immediately to solve problems that seemed to crop
up hourly. It was very hectic.

Vichai said that the seemingly messy environment
produced great ideas and innovative solutions for DTAC.
“We didn’t see ourselves as messy and unstructured;

Quick market response critical

we just operated with a different style.”

In such a fast-growing competitive market, Thai

The pair’s main interest was creating an environment

any market changes within 24 hours. If competitors

where DTAC could efficiently compete with itself. “We

launched new products or campaigns, DTAC was

have a different style and everything must be better

obliged to respond by the end of that working day.

today than yesterday and if not, then we are not good

“It was challenging because we needed to create an

enough.”

organization structure that could adapt to a frenetic

During this hectic period both Sigve and Vichai

mobile phone operators were forced to respond to

environment.”

received hourly SMS alerts on network status and sales.
“This helped us ensure we were running a tight ship.”
It was also the best way for the two new CEOs to be
operationally hands-on because they couldn’t afford the
luxury of sitting back and relaxing while seven million
customers began using their service.
During this wild period, DTAC’s 3,000 people were
housed in 18 departments, and the company expanded
to 400 DTAC franchisee shops, 1,000 direct dealers and
up to 20,000 sub-dealers nationwide.
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During this period, Vichai said the dynamic duo saw

80/20 rule

themselves not as executives managing a process but
as officers dealing with many people in constant motion.

To ensure quick action and solutions, the Co-CEOs

“We had 3,000 staff, 18 senior officials and 400-500

implemented their own 80/20 rule as an integral part of

businessmen who were constantly searching for the

overall processes. “We encouraged people to take risks.

best deals.”

We believed that even if they failed 20 per cent of the
time, they would succeed 80 per cent of the time and

Ship in motion management
Sigve and Vichai were forced to create and manage
in what they called a ship-in-motion environment.
“We called ourselves ship-in-motion officers and
our goal was to try and satisfy everyone’s needs,

the company would be more dynamic and successful.”
The company also threw out conventional industry
marketing practices by shifting its focus and brandmessage from delivering technology to becoming
a more customer-friendly service provider.

especially the customers.”

“We designed a new logo and changed corporate colors.”

Ship-in-motion environments also required hands

DTAC also encouraged its staff to continuously develop

on managers. “ It’s easy to talk about customer-focus
but if CEOs don’t go out into the market and meet
customers and dealers, then what are they talking
about?”
By having the CEOs or even the CFO go out into the
countryside and plant stickers, and at the same time
talking to dealers and customers, Vichai said the
strategy gained real relevance and meaning.

innovative products that would satisfy customers’
unique needs. The programs included returning
benefits to customers during happy hours and new
postpaid packages where customers can select their
own billing cycles.
Vichai said that many of these employee-developed
ideas became successful and most importantly kept
the company continuously in the limelight during the
explosive 2003 and 2004 growth period.

During this period, DTAC’s leaders began believing the
brand would be enhanced by their own, and sometimes
very public actions. “If we wanted people to believe
DTAC was very customer-focused, they had to believe
all of us were actively working to improve customer
services.”

Sudden market explosion
By 2004, the Thai mobile phone subscribers exploded
to 23 million and DTAC happily rode the boom. “You
can imagine what happens to a company that had
less than one million subscribers for nine years and
suddenly began adding almost one million subscribers
a month.
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How to sustainably manage this growth was a problem

“This market wasn’t falling behind when it came to

that the joint venture immediately faced.

new types of services. It was very advanced and very

Sigve admitted it was initially a huge challenge
soon after Telenor bought its stake in DTAC in 2002.
Not only did the Thai market begin exploding soon
thereafter, but it also became one of the most
competitive mobile markets in the world. “We had
five players competing in the market: ourselves, AIS,
TA-Orange, Hutch and Thai Mobile.”

Fight for survivorship
However, Sigve said that everyone also understood
the Thai market had too many mobile operators and
would eventually consolidate and survivors would be
companies that changed the way they competed.

Very few other markets, even in Asia, he said had that
many competitors in one marketplace.

competitive.”

The market

was not only competitive in terms of the number

“We moved away from competing on price and moved
more towards competing on innovative services.”

of players, but the services offered were also very
cutting-edge.
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Sigve also looked forward to the day when the regula-

Where do we start?

tory situation would be “cleaned up”. He is probably
still waiting for the regulatory clouds to clear.

“We wondered where we should start.”

When Sigve and Vichai joined DTAC’s operating team

Sigve said traditionally, the new joint venture would

as Co-CEOs, the company was performing terribly.

probably have hired two to three well-known international consultants to come up with a new strategy,

In May 2002, Telenor bought a large stake in DTAC

structure and business concepts.

from Thai family conglomerate that was controlled by
Vichai’s Bencharongkul family.

“We would have spent four to five months thinking
about how to turn this negative thing into something

After the acquisition, both Sigve and Vichai were named

positive for the future.”

non-executive directors and merely attended board
meetings on behalf of the major shareholders.

The new company he said considered cost-cutting
programs, changing the organization structure. It also

By November 2002, financial analysts were predicting

considered seriously the efficacy of its then business

that the company would probably lose its number two

model.

position to Orange and become a marginal player. AIS,
controlled by then Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra’s
family was number one in the market.
Six months earlier, Orange launched its brand in
Thailand. Orange was very aggressive and analysts
expected that they would soon overtake DTAC.
Sigve remembers a company-commissioned market
research report that said that “DTAC was a sick old
lady.” “It was not very positive.”
Moreover, DTAC’s shares listed on the Singapore Stock
Exchange were down by more than 53 per cent. Luckily
only 20 per cent of the total shares were held by
outsiders as Telenor and UCOMM (Vichai Benjarongkul’s
family) controlled about 80 per cent of the stock.
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No time for traditional ways
Luckily for DTAC, the joint venture and the Thai mobile
telecom market began exploding soon after Telenor
bought its initial stake.
By 2004, the Thai market had grown more than
ten-fold to about 23 million subscribers. By 2013,
Thailand’s mobile phone users jumped further to
more than 87 million mobile phone subscribers, (10.9
million post-paid and 76.5 pre-paid).
In 2013, DTAC is still strongly entrenched as the Thai
mobile phone market’s number two service provider
with a 28.7 per cent market share. It currently has
about 26.6 million customers.

In late 2002, with DTAC’s share price down, they

If they could change the company’s external image

were further threatened by Orange’s imminent

as well as employee and stakeholder mindsets, the

fourth-quarter launch into the Thai market. “If we

company would not only survive but would continue

couldn’t change very quickly, we risked not only losing

being a dominant market player in Thailand.

our number two position but also could drop past
number three.”
Although thousands of different challenges had to be
tackled the two dynamos decided to focus on two key
elements.

All about people–customers and
employees
After spending some time thinking, Sigve and Vichai
agreed that the two most important elements were
people, especially customers and employees. “The
most important success elements were not about
changing the organization chart nor developing
strategies.”
The key change element, was repositioning DTAC’s
poor market image and public perception. They knew
the company could no longer succeed if it continued
to be seen as a “sick old lady” competing poorly in a
quasi-monopoly environment. “DTAC’s brand in the

Forget competitors
In developing a winning strategy, Sigve and Vichai
decided that DTAC would follow the axiom that
“a great company is not compared to its peers.”
“ I think we would have made a mistake if we had started
looking at AIS or Orange thinking what are they doing
better than us,” Sigve said.
The company mandated that it would henceforth forget
what its competitors were doing. “Our competitor is
DTAC, not AIS or Orange .”
Stakeholders were told that if everyone started each
day looking at our competitors advertisements, and
wondering why DTAC wasn’t doing something similar,
the total task would have been insurmountable.
“We would lose focus and confidence in ourselves.
So we said let’s compete with ourselves instead.”

market had to be changed.”
Secondly, Sigve and Vichai realized that the company

Be different

had to change the way it operated so that employees

How did DTAC become different? Sigve and Vichai

would buy-in to the new culture. “We had to change

began by saying they wouldn’t be like their competitors.

our organizational structure and policies as well as the

“We are not going to do what they are doing and

way we work.

we will do things our own way.”
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To accomplish these parameters, they chose two

companies. “Sooner or later in a global economy everyone

interesting concepts from several popular business

is doing the same.”

gurus: karaoke capitalism and temporary monopolies.

Karaoke capitalism and temporary
monopolies

Because everyone does things similar to competitors,
margins become very slim. “So we said to ourselves,
we are not going to sing our competitor’s songs;
we are going to sing our own songs.”

In explaining the karaoke capitalism concept, Sigve

Going back to the karaoke club, Sigve said that if we

said many businesses are run similar to how people

go on stage and sing our own song, it may sound a bit

perform at karaoke bars.

bad the first time. However everyone sees that you are

Some people, he said love trying to sing like Frank
Sinatra, “The first time it may sound a little funny,

trying and will admire you for having the guts to sing
your own creation.

but after loosening up with a few beers, you begin

“So that was how we started to think. We wanted to be

sounding better.”

a little different, we were not going to sing other

Sigve said the karaoke singer is merely singing
a “Frank Sinatra” song and using beer to sound better.
“ After a few more beers, you almost sound like Frank

people’s songs and we were going to sing our own
songs.”

Sinatra; you’re king of the stage.”

Temporary monopoly

In reality, nothing new is happening because the

Sigve and Vichai then talked to me about their

singer is merely singing a Frank Sinatra song and using
beer as a tool to sing it better. Many businesses are
merely copying other people’s “songs” without the
“help” of beer.
“Instead, they use words like benchmarks and best
practices.”

Benchmarks and best practices
Sigve said businesses that focus only on benchmarks
and best practices end up just like other mediocre

temporary monopoly concept and how innovative companies can capitalize.
“In the mobile business, as in many other businesses,
it is very difficult to find sustainable competitive
advantage because we are buying the same networks
from the same vendors.
During this period, the chief suppliers were Nokia,
Ericsson and Motorola. DTAC and competitors bought
handsets from the same vendors and received
marketing advice from similar marketing
agencies. “We were basically using exactly the same
infrastructure and the same tools.”
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They quickly realized that they couldn’t do something
their competitors could not also do, in the long run.

Sigve told everyone to keep it simple.
He reminded them that when he visited new

So during a brainstorming session, Sigve and Vichai

companies, he always asked the reception counter

came up with their temporary monopoly concept.

lady to explain the company’s strategy. “If this lady

“We are not trying to develop a strategy that we think

can answer me in a few words, then this company

we can live with for years. Let’s look at the areas where

has a good strategy.”

we can be the only player, if only for one week, or one
month.”

Then, he would ask the CEO, to explain the company’s

They concluded that if DTAC can develop ideas that

about the strategy, then the company has a bad

would result in a “temporary monopoly” for a short

strategy.”

time, they would be able to develop a novel exciting

strategy. “If the CEO has to pull out a document

brand that would generate high profits.

When the CEO is able to immediately explain the

DTAC not only had to sing its own songs but also

reception-counter lady, then the company has a great

had to focus hugely on innovation. “We had to

strategy.

be a company that was first with innovative new
services, if we wanted to create a profitable temporary
monopoly.”

company’s strategy in a few words, the same as the

“A great strategy is one that is simple and one which all
employees can articulate in a few words. Our strategy
must be easy enough to memorise.”

Top management strategic sessions
S i g ve a n d V i c h a i t h e n g a t h e r e d DTA C ’s t o p
management into a major hotel to brainstorm and
create the new strategy. “Nobody was allowed to leave
before we created the new strategy and we had no
prior preparations nor consultants.”
The meeting, they said included two CEOs, the
management team and lots of paper to write on.
“Everyone believed the best strategy would be
developed at this meeting and would be shared and
bought into by all employees.”

15
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Four key strategic areas

DTAC held an ice-rink news conference at Bangkok’s
World Trade Center to announce a partnership with

DTAC’s strategy was finally developed after eight or

Mistine, Thailand’s hugely successful beauty care

nine hours in a hotel room. “We wanted to be the best

provider. “Our objective with every news conference

in four areas.”

was to ensure that DTAC was a company that was

The company decided to focus on customer service,

always doing something innovative and different.”

service innovation, network quality, and distribution.

A ke y e l e m e n t i n c l u d e d d e c i d i n g w h a t ty p e

“We also agreed on many areas that we didn’t

of photo or media sound-bite the company would

want to focus on or where we do not want to be best.”

want presented the next day. “We would then develop

After this high-level strategy was created, the group

a story around that picture.”

agreed that everyone should just “get things done.”

To make all this happen, Sigve and Vichai actively

“No long activity lists and plans. Do things and learn

participated in many press conferences and often

from them.”

appeared in subsequent photos. “In fact, the top
management team as a whole were used aggressively

Building brand a different way
After developing its strategic plan, the dynamic duo
concocted an equally unconventional but innovative
plan to drastically alter the company’s then sickly
market perceptions.
“We wouldn’t compete by making nicer TV commercials or hiring beautiful presenters because it
would basically be all the same. We decided to build
the brand in a different way.”
“First off, we said let’s use the press much more
aggressively.”
In the past, DTAC had sent out press releases and
conducted boring press conferences. Strategies
were developed to ensure DTAC would appear
in the press often and news-breaking events were
often created to alter the general public’s perception.
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to build DTAC’s new brand through the media.”
Early in 2003,

DTAC rented Harley Davidson

motorcycles and drove around Bangkok promoting it
new postpaid mobile phone products. Later on, it took
the motorcycles up country to promote the brand.
DTAC wanted its more than 3,000 employees to be
seen by the market as brand ambassadors that lived
the new brand’s innovative and exciting new image.
“Most of this motorcycle gang came from DTAC’s
accounting department.”
In the past, these number crunchers stayed in their
offices and most of motorcycle riders came from
DTAC. Riding Harleys wasn’ t something they
normally did but all of them realized it was fun to go
out and market the new DTAC.

Sigve and Vichai also invited the company’s premium

“When land was a scarce resource, nations were

post-paid customers to a party where they both waited

fighting over it,” he said.

on guests.

“It’s the same with talented people, especially in the

“We wanted to add a human touch to the DTAC brand.

telecoms industry where we have so many players and

Our CEOs were able to talk directly to our valuable

such a competitive environment. So it is really crucial

post-paid customers and this brought our brand much

that you win the battle over talent.”

more closer to the people.”

However, good telecom professionals during DTAC’s

During the boom, Sigve said Thai mobile operators

fast-growth period tended to change jobs. “You couldn’t

had too much marketing money and wasted

retain them just by offering more money or richer

much of that on buying expensive marketing advice

compensation packages. The really good guys, on both

instead of using other tools.

the technical and the marketing side, require much

“Just look at our politicians. They walk around and
shake hands.”
During the 2003 New Year, DTAC celebrated a Happy
Festival at Bangkok’s famed Rama VIII bridge by
inviting everyone to an open party for the countdown.
About 180,000 people thronged the party and it
was a huge event where DTAC colors flew high.

more than just the standard package.”

Hiring on emotions and attitude
At this point, Sigve said DTAC realized it needed to
hire people that reflected more closely its customers’
profiles. “So we stopped hiring people based on skills
and started hiring on attitude.”
DTAC believed that changing internal culture

Nurturing talent
After successfully implementing organization change
during an explosive growth period, Sigve said DTAC

and creating a new brand required people with
emotions and attitude. “However, teaching people
attitude is very difficult; its not like teaching skills.”

began considering how they could best nurture the

The company stopped looking only at CVs when

right talent for the company’s long-term sustainablity.

recruiting people and focused on future employees’

“We realized we couldn’t just put people into boxes
and have them all on the same type of salary packages
because we needed to develop talent that could help
us build long term competitive advantages.”

attitudes. Traditional classified ads that listed
specifications such as age and qualifications didn’t fill
the bill. “Instead, our newspaper ads said we would
select people on attitude first and foremost.”

17
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The company said it was looking for people with

DTAC teamed up with cosmetics direct sales giant,

personality and anyone meeting these qualifications

Mistine that had 600,000 direct sales agents and with

should send their resumes. Moreover, the resumes

Nestle ice cream’s 30,000 direct sales channels.

were to be addressed to Vichai and Sigve who would
personally review the applications.

In Sigve’s view these new partnerships were critical

“In two weeks we received 600 applications and we

think we could build a successful growth model by

reviewed them all – with a little help. A lot of them

doing everything ourselves.”

during DTACs successful growth period. “We didn’t

were very good.”

Building partnerships

“A leader is a dealer in hope”
– Napoleon.

DTAC also decided it could not be world class in

Sigve said the most important thing DTAC leaders

everything. Instead, it would focus on what it was best

could accomplish was creating hope and confidence,

at doing and use services when it decided to expand

initially during a very trying period and then in a fast-

beyond its core. It developed a very successful open

growth highly-competitive environment. “People had to

partnership model.

believe in great futures as DTAC employees.”

Sigve believes that DTAC was the first company in

Leading by example, he said is by far the most efficient

Thailand to use an open model because most mobile

way of leadership and you can never do that sitting in

companies globally still tended to do everything

your office. “You need to go out into the market.”

themselves. “It was very unusual to outsource and use
other companies’ competencies.”

For instance, if everyone in the company looks the
same, DTAC could not possibly be perceived as a young,

The company, he said believed in its new brand and

trendy novelty brand in the market. “As Co-CEOs,

successfully teamed-up with everyone. “The only thing

we had to always take the first step, otherwise we could

we required was that partners must have similar brand

not be CEOs of the company.”

and attitude types as ourselves and that they could
add value.”
During the boom 2003 and 2004 period, DTAC added 15
strategic corporate partners. The company outsourced
SME market sales and used 150 content providers.
“Even though we were working with dealers, we knew
we needed to expand into new areas.”
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Great results
During the 2003 to 2004 boom period DTAC's highflying activities resulted in revenues sky-rocketing
40 per cent in one year. The business was successfully
turned around.

The media anointed DTAC as the most innovative
operator in the market and no longer the sick old
lady.
Perhaps most importantly, DTAC’s share price listed
on the Singapore Stock Exchange increased six fold
from $US.50 to $US3.00. “We went from a market cap
of US$250 million to US$1.5 billion.”
Sigve and Vicha said that change is something you must
do every single day. The message we tell our employees
is that the biggest risk is over confidence.
“We must challenge ourselves every day.”
Change is tough because it often involves setting
unreachable targets, that force people to stretch
more and try to be on their toes and solve problems.
“Innovation is not so much about obtaining new ideas
as driving out old ideas.”
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Winning restructuring
Today, everyone realizes Thailand is a thriving rising

I told The Nation that my biggest problem was

middle-income economy with major companies

conveying to my multinational clients that Asia was

employing millions of people.

still a great investment environment. “These people

However, when the 1997 crisis caused the then
booming economy to suddenly crash, many people

have been swamped with nothing but bad news
about Asia in the past year. ”

wondered whether the Thai economy could possibly

It was up to businessmen in Thailand – both local and

recover.

foreign – to spread the world about Thailand’s recovery

I remember in October 1998, I was interviewed by
The Nation newspaper at a period when foreign direct
investment had plummeted to the point where it was
almost non-existent.
During this time, Thailand businessmen travelling
overseas were reminded to make every effort
to promote the country as an ideal investment
destination.

and still unlimited long-term potential. “Once foreign
investors begin receiving credible optimistic information
about Thailand, they are more apt to continue with
their long-term investment plans.”
The regions prolonged economic slump, I told them
should not deter foreign global multinational
corporations from expanding their presence in a region
that they believed would still be the world’s fastest
growing in the 21st century.

At the depths of the crisis, the Thai baht continued
dropping steadily and many people wondered if it
would ever end.
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Executives sitting in London, New York or Amsterdam

Restructuring more than downsizing

will look at their presence in Thailand from a long-term
perspective. “It’s a matter of timing and many should

During the initial economic recovery period, we soon

be taking this opportunity to strengthen their local

learned that restructuring involved much more than

infrastructure and management during the downturn.”

simply downsizing and cleaning up company balance
sheets.

Within a short period, many multinational companies
did expand their presence in the region even while

“Companies are not merely looking for restructuring

the crisis was still peaking. But it took a while. Many

experts who know how to cut the payroll and blow out

Asian and particularly Thai busnessmen were able to

a few assets,” I told The Nation.

develop what were to become very significant jointventure operations.

Restructuring executives initially
needed
As we entered 1999, some major joint ventures were
gradually being put together.
Many discovered initially that Thailand had an acute
shortage of restructuring executives that could
help revive companies during economic downturns.
Top CEOs that were able to operate in economies
undergoing massive structural changes were particularly
in short supply.
Specifically in Thailand, which began major financial
and political reforms soon after the crisis and was one
of the first countries to emerge from the economic
quagmire, top restructuring professionals were in hot
demand.
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“They are searching for flexible, versatile individuals
who can adapt to the ever-changing economic situation
and effectively lead a company through the variables.”
Corporations in all industries and sectors were
restructuring their operations. Markets throughout the
region began opening and companies were being forced
to compete internationally.
At that time, many of my multinational clients were
interested in executives that could manage and
capitalize on the company’s regional matrix.
“Companies reailzed they could longer afford to
duplicate overheads in every single market.”

Initial fears unjustified
As more overseas multinationals purchased major
interests in Asian companies soon after the 1997 crisis,
many local managers initially feared that they would
be permanently replaced by foreign professionals.

For instance, Dutch retailer Royal Ahold acquired
Central Department Store’s supermarket chain and
renamed it Tops Supermarkets. France’s Casino took
over Big C and the UK’s Tesco Plc tool over CP Group’s
Lotus Superstores.
Many foreign strategic shareholders also acquired Thai
companies in the banking, industrial and telecommunications sectors.
Despite fears that foreign companies would permanently replace Thai managers with expats and
completely revolutionalise the country’s corporate
c u l t u r e , I b e g a n r e a l i z i n g t h a t m o s t o f my
multinational clients that acquired

interests in

or control of local companies during the crisis were
expressing clear-cut, long-term plans to localize
their operations.

They would usually be given two or three years to bring

“Thailand is Thailand. At the end of the day, they want

the company up to standard and prepare it for local

to localize by having Thai nationals running and

successors. These managers operated in all the world’s

operating the businesses.”

major regions so they knew what the kind of operation

Tandem localization succession plans
Several of my takeover clients told me that from
the onset, they had tandem localization succession
plans. The usual practice, they said was for multinationals to bring in restructuring management
specialists to tranform the business model and
operating platform immediately after the acquisition.
These foreign specialists had mandates to bring
the Thai operations close-to or up to international
standards.

the companies ultimately want.

Restructuring management specialists
Several of my multinational takeover clients parachuted
in restructuring management specialists who had been
in comparable situations.
They said that existing local managers in most
countries often had difficulty making some of the tough
restructuring decisions. Rationalizing and streamlining
local subsidiaries was part-and-parcel of the new
competitive paradigm.
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Competent Thai management professionals affected

In 2000, I told The Nation that I was optimistic about

by restructuring didn’t have to fear the future.

the cross industry employability of Thai managers.

Today, in 2013 almost all restructuring executives have
left the country and major company operating platforms
are primarily localized with highly compensated Thai
executives.

Local and foreign commercial banks were hunting
furiously for consumer-banking product managers who
could lead them into selling mortgages, insurance and
other related products.
“The opening up of the financial services market

Beginning of cross-industry employability
Businesses and conditions were undergoing

offers vast opportunities for people who understand
consumers.”

tremendous change. Suddenly, many bureaucratically-

Thai financial institutions were hiring consumer

entrenched organizations such as financial institutions,

product managers from many industries.

began realizing that skilled executives from other
industries could be valuable in the new environment.
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CHAPTER

03

Winning with harmony
As Asian economies remain prominent in the 21 st

Born in 1957, Fred joined the family business in 1977

Century, many successful businessmen and organiza-

shortly after graduating in engineering in the US.

tions have begun questioning whether their success is

In 1995, he took over the IMC Group of Companies and

sustainable.

formed IMC Pan Asia Alliance.

Some of them have conducted extensive studies into

Under his leadership, the company expanded from a

their own cultural or historical backgrounds hoping to

traditional shipping company to one that is focused on

find insights into how their businesses and economies

integrated industrial supply chains and a group that is

can remain sustainable engines of global economic

diversified from maritime interests to include lifestyle/

growth.

real estate, investments and community development.

Frederick Chavalit Tsao, Singapore-based IMC Pan
Asia Alliance Group’s chairman began asking that
question a decade ago after guiding his global
shipping company through unprecedented growth for
more than 25 years.
I was most fortunate to have worked with and talked

Flooded with high-priced solutions
Similar to businesses in most parts of the world,
successful companies in Asia are constantly bombarded
with high-price business solutions developed by
numerous international companies.

with Fred regularly during many of those tumultuous
years.
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He is also a director of China Ship-owners Mutual
Assurance Society and member of the Bureau Veritas
Asia and Australia as well as the American Bureau of
Shipping.
At a 2004 seminar “Sustainable 21 st Century
Business”, Fred said every successful company was
compelled to try the latest management techniques,
but few solutions were capable of guaranteeing an
organization would be sustainable throughout the
21st century.

In a 2004 presentation in Bangkok, Fred said his

1990s boom – tremendous cultural
changes

companies had tried almost every business solution

During the early 1990s booming growth period, Fred

coming down the line during his first 25 years in busi-

said business leaders faced an almost irresolvable

ness.

dilemma. “No one was just doing business: they

“In Search of Excellence, ’Seven Habits of Effective
People’ and now the ’Balanced Scorecard’ and

were only speculating. Anyone could throw a dart
and hit an elephant,” he said.

’Six-Sigma’–you name it, we’ve looked at it and

That period, he said, resulted in tremendous cultural

probably tried it,” he said.

changes in Asia.

Every company, he said was under constant pressure to

“People became much more materialistic, running

explore new ideas to insure their businesses remained

around with three mobile phones, buying land and

sustainable in the 21st century.

speculating in shares. Leaders had to carefully analyze

A fourth-generation shipping tycoon, Fred took over

how and where they were leading their people.”

the family business from his father in 1995. Recognized

Moreover, the social costs during this period were

prominently across his global industry, Fred served

tremendous.

as Chairman of Intercargo from 1998 to 2005 and
remains an executive committee member.
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“Perception became more important than truth, legality

Conversely, activities that don’t create harmony are

became more important than justice, and bad

not sustainable.

actions suddenly became perceived as good.”

East West Cultural Development
Center

“Business is inherently a social enterprise: it’s about
serving human needs and receiving a return or
reward, which is part of the system’s design.”
With globalization, businesses have grown immensely

To mitigate this dilemma, Fred said, he decided to

and have a much more important role in shaping

seriously research and analyze cultural and historical

culture. At the end of the day, Fred said businesses,

issues. He endowed his East West Cultural Development

governments, and non-governmental organizations

Centre that began researching and analyzing 3,000

had to work together as three pillars of social

years of management history in China.

development to ensure that markets and cultures

“In both an Asian and a Western context, we wanted
to see if we could draw something from the wisdom of
the past,” he said.
The East West Cultural Development Center’s
research, Fred said indicated that Chinese history
provides significant insights into how organizations can
achieve sustainability.
These concepts he said include: achieving sincerity,
finding a holistic and interdependent dynamic balance,
and the creation of harmony.
“This is the process, the means and an end.”

Creating harmony – key to sustainability
Fred added that the East West Cultural Center’s

were operating properly and delivering happiness to
everyone.
“The business sector is the most powerful and most
able to mobilize and deploy resources.”

Ancient beliefs in cycles
Modern businesses, he said can also learn how to be
sustainable by following the ancient belief in cycles.
“In the ’Yijing’ ’The Book of Changes’, a Chinese
philosophy classic, everything grows, matures, dies,
and then renews.”
At the same time, the “Yijing” emphasizes that if
everybody plays his or her role, then everybody is
rewarded. “Heaven and earth are all-giving.”

research also indicated that sustainability could only
be attained if all actions are undertaken with the
ultimately view of creating harmony. “Those are your
key performance-indicators.”
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Developing organizations
Fred said that the key to sustainability was creating
living organizations, that were capable of growing and
renewing themselves.
“One must also be guided by principles – and exercise
self-restraint if the market does not itself encourage
restraint. We must also be financially motivated –
because that is how the system is structured and
be commercially oriented and technically sound.”
Successful and sustainable living organizations,
he said must look at more than just achieving
key performance-indicators. “Company leaders
must also closely review issues such as internal
motivation, people orientation, process rationality,
and leadership guidance.”

HM the King’s Sufficiency Economy
Philosophy
Thailand’s booming economy ground to a halt in 1998

“The whole organization must be built on the

with an unprecedented economic crisis that saw

concept of growth, relationship and the concept of

many financial institutions and companies collapse.

self,” he said.

It resilient people were however able to pick up the
pieces and quickly continue its economic progress.
Thailand had learned its lessons and the country
was not severely affected by the 2008 US sub-prime
triggered global economic crisis.
Many observers credited HM the King’s Sufficiency
Economy Philosophy for sheltering the Thai economy
from the 2008 global economic crisis.
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Continuing growth – post 2008

Moderation

HM the King’s Sufficiency Economy Philosophy (SEP)

Moderation in the sufficiency economy context

and its gradual inculcation into Thai society and

also implies that individuals or entities can’t make

culture during the decade after the 1998 crisis were

optimal choices because they don’t have complete

credited with helping Thailand weather the global

information. Aiming for moderate goals, therefore is

economic storm.

a rational, risk-reducing risk.

Despite lingering political uncertainty, the Thai

In addition, moderation, reasonableness and self-

economy continued to perform well and the country’s

immunity must be underpinned by dual foundations

ability to restore its economy quickly after the 2008

that include knowledge acquisition and moral

global crisis surprised many doomsday proponents.

and ethical practices. If all these conditions are

Numerous academics have researched into how
companies and businesses have used the SEP as

satisfied, the country and its people will experience
balanced, stable and sustainable development.

a basic philosophy to enhance and sustain their

Although everyone has long memorised the key

operations.

sufficiency-economy philosophy buzzwords (modera-

The philosophy’s overriding principle is taking the
middle-path and avoiding extreme thoughts,
behaviors and actions in our overall conduct.
The middle-path philosophy is based on three
components: moderation, reasonableness and the
need for self-immunity or built-in resistance against
risks arising from inevitable and often unforeseen
internal and external change.
My interactions with business and policy leaders
during this period, indicated that many of their
organization were using SEP concepts to ensure
sustainable growth even in uncertain global environments.
1

tion, reasonableness, self-immunity, knowledge and
morality and ethics), few companies and businesses
have clearly understood how the philosophy can be
specifically and effectively applied to their operations.
A study by Chulalongkorn University’s Sasin Graduate
Business School1 describes how middle-path principles
relate to specific corporate activities: moderationsustainability; reasonableness - corporate governance;
and self-immunity - risk management.
Companies that practice moderation contribute to
their organization’s overall sustainability. “It does not
mean deliberately curbing growth or rejecting sound
business opportunities.”

“Corporate sustainability under the Sufficiency Economy Philosophy – reshaping business and management

thought and practice based on Asian perspectives and values.” March 2010.
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In growing a business, moderation means prudently

foresee potential transformations and hedge risks.

using resources and not over-leveraging to ensure

“Product and customer diversification are also

business survival. “Sustainability focuses on the self.

important.”

To ensure sustainability, growing companies should
carefully analyse profitability and debt-to-equity

The dual foundations of the philosophy-knowledge

ratios.”

and morality and ethics development - are critical

The study said that companies meet reasonableness

development will provide wisdom and insights that

principles through rigorous corporate-governance

will allow businesses to flourish.

practices and frameworks, including carefully
considering direct and indirect stakeholders in all
business decisions. “The key is striving for long-term
mutual benefits and specifically focusing on relation-

elements of the philosophy. Continuous knowledge

“It refers not only to developing day-to-day business
know-how and skills but most importantly requires
gaining knowledge that prepares for opportunities and

ships with all involved parties.”

threats.”

A firm’s good-governance framework should include

Much knowledge can be gained through customer

pro-active policies that regularly evaluate the
company’s pricing policies, compensation and
remuneration practices and community development
efforts. Specific financial ratios such as sales returns,
employee turnover and accounts payable turnover
should also be regularly reviewed.
Self-immunity, which is the third SEP pillar, is exemplified by the firm’s risk management framework.
“It does not mean building a fortress against the
world. It means exactly the opposite.”

feedback, market research, staff training, R&D,
internal audits, information sharing and close monitoring of current events.
Ethics and morality are the second foundation that
support successful middle-path implementation, “It
means conducting business with complete integrity
and honesty. Ethical behaviors, including the refusal to
exploit others, are also critical elements.”

“Sustainability” may be substituted for
“sufficiency”

Good risk-management frameworks, the study said,
should allow companies to engage the world and be

Although HM the King’s Sufficiency Economy philosophy

able to react positively to constant change. “A key

has been credited with mitigating much of Thailand’s

element is knowing how to defend against sudden

potential damage from the 2008 global financial

often unforeseen changes.”

crisis, few people have fully understood its ultimate
influence.

Companies must specifically develop and implement
policies that allow them to track market changes,
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A major reason was the word “sufficiency”, which

Quotations from the King’s speeches and references

some people interpreted as implying an inward-

to his other writings, Warr said also illustrate each

looking philosophy that returns the Thai economy to

of these five themes.

the Stone Age.

“The Sufficiency Economy theme’s relevance can

Perhaps, HM the King’s Sufficiency Economy philosophy

be understood at several levels. At individual levels,

would have be more widely accepted if it were

they provide a sensible approach to economic life

renamed the “Sustainable Economy” philosophy.

and are also helpful at firm and community levels.

Many well-respected foreign experts, including Peter
Warr, of the Australian National University have looked
carefully into His Majesty’s sufficiency economy
speeches over the years.
“Sufficiency Economy is a philosophy that stresses
appropriate conduct and way of life while incorporating moderation, due consideration in all modes of
conduct, and the need for sufficient protection from
internal and external shocks,” Warr quotes from a
November 1999 speech.

N a t i o n a l l y, t h e t h e m e s a r e h i g h l y r e l e v a n t
for countries adjusting to rapidly changing global
environments.”
According to Warr, HM the King also said that
sufficiency means to have enough to live on. Sufficiency
also means to lead a reasonably comfortable life,
without excess, or overindulgence in luxury, but
enough. Some things may seem to be extravagant,
but if it brings happiness, it is permissible as long as
it is within the means of the individual.
Many initial critiques of the sufficiency-economy

Five central themes
Warr said that five central themes can be seen from
His Majesty’s sufficiency economy speeches during
the past decades.

philosophy read too much into His Majesty’s use of
farming and agricultural analogies. Some observers
began thinking that the sufficiency-economy
philosophy stressed going back to a self-sufficient
agrarian life-style and subsisting on the barenecessities of life.

“These include the importance of establishing sensible, non-excessive, material goals; the importance
of avoiding unnecessary risk in the pursuit of material
aspirations; the desirability of attaining self-reliance;
while still maintaining concern for the protection
of others; and remaining aware of the non-material
aspects of life.”
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Economic growth not a necessity for
human welfare
The sufficiency-economy message also said that
economic growth is not a necessity for improving
human welfare.
“Excessive emphasis on economic growth, to the
exclusion of more important matters, can lead to
suffering. In short, it is an argument for the Middle
Way,” Warr said.
Recent events in Thai history, Warr added, show the
wisdom of this approach and the dangers of disregarding it. “This set of ideas is strongly supported
by recent developments in economics and psychology.”
He also said that in most countries, public policy

However, as time has evolved many people realized

has yet to catch up with these insights. “The human

that the philosophy centers on practicing moderation

value of economic growth in the rich countries is

around the five key themes of establishing sensible,

greatly over-estimated.”

non-excessive, material goals; avoiding unnecessary
risk in the pursuit of material aspirations; attaining
self-reliance; while still maintaining concern for
the protection of others; and remaining aware of
the non-material aspects of life.
These central themes have been carefully followed
by all sectors of Thai society and have insulated it
greatly from the 2008 global crisis. “To be a tiger is
not important. The important thing for us is to have
a sufficiency economy, which means to have enough
to survive,” His Majesty said in another speech.
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Reincarnation of Buddhist economics

and labor and capital as the means. They also tend to
determine a nation’s standard of living by the

As Thailand recovered from the devastating 1998

amount of annual consumption, and assume that

economic crisis, academics and scholars held

someone who consumes more is better off than

numerous “Buddhist economics” seminars to consider

someone who consumes less.

whether these sets of principles, by a British-based
economist EF Schumacher more than 50 years ago,

Buddhist economics, according to Schumacher,

are a viable alternative.

believes that ownership and consumption of goods
are means to an end, and a systematic study of how to

These Buddhist economics discussions have also

attain given ends with the minimum means. The aim

greatly influenced how Asian businesses and

should be to obtain the maximum well-being with the

governments have viewed unbridled growth and its

minimum of consumption.

effect on sustainability.
During the past two decades in Asia, our economies
In 1955, Schumacher was invited to Burma as an

have experienced unprecedented growth often at

economic consultant, where he began developing

the expense of over-consuming irreplaceable natural

his Buddhist economics principles that are today

resources and much environmental degradation.

being proclaimed as a possible mitigator of the

Buddhist economics reminds most us that this type of

current global economic crisis.

wastefulness is not sustainable.

His essay “Buddhist Economics,” which was first
published in 1966, and his book Small Is Beautiful:
Economics As If People Mattered, have now been
published in 27 languages and are recognized as
basic Buddhist economics compendiums that may
provide answers to the world’s current economic woes.
One of Schumacher’s main arguments in Small Is
Beautiful is that we cannot consider our technological
production problems solved if we are required to
recklessly erode our finite natural capital and deprive
future generations of its benefits.
Modern economists, Schumacher said, considered
consumption to be the sole end and purpose of all
economic activity, taking the factors of production

Payutto’s middle-way for market place
In Thailand, the Venerable P.A. Payutto also produced
a very important and widely-read book, Buddhist
Economics: A Middle Way For the Market Place, in
1994. This Thai book (also translated into English)
offers a Buddhist perspective on the subject of
economics.
Payutto doesn’t try to present a comprehensive
Buddhist economic theory, but his treatise provides
many tools for reflecting upon, and ways to look
at, economic questions based on a considered
appreciation of the way things are and the way
we are.
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If the study of economics is to play any part in the
solution to our problems, Payutto said, it can no longer
evade the subject of ethics.
“Ideally, economics should provide mankind with
opportunities for real individual and social growth
rather than simply being a tool for catering to selfish
needs and feeding contention in society, and, on a
broader scale, creating imbalance and insecurity
within the whole global structure with its innumerable
ecosystems.”
Payutto said that while our societies are certainly
more complex, the propelling force is still emotion, not
reason.
“There is nothing inherently bad about fear and

Another striking difference between modern eco-

irrationality; they are natural conditions that come with

nomics and Buddhist economics, Schumacher said,

being human. Unfortunately, however, fear and desire

arises over the use of natural resources. A modern

drive us to our worst economic excesses.

economist, he said, tends to count nothing as an
expenditure, other than human effort. “He does not
seem to mind how much mineral matter he wastes
and, far worse, how much living matter he destroys.
He does not seem to realise at all that human life is a
dependent part of an ecosystem of many different
forms of life.”
In his treatise, Payutto said that the current study of
economics also avoids questions of moral values and
considerations of ethics, which are abstract qualities.
“However, it is becoming obvious that in order to solve
the problems that confront the world today, it will be
necessary to take into consideration both concrete and
abstract factors, and as such it is impossible to avoid
the subject of moral values.”
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Greed, exploitation and over-consumption seem to
have overwhelmed our economies in recent decades.
Our materialistic societies offer us little choice but to
exploit and compete for survival in today’s dog-eat-dog
world,” he said.
But at the same time, it is obvious that these forces
are damaging our societies and ravaging our
environment.
In the face of such problems, Payutto said the
science of economics adopts a rational approach.
“Rarely, however, do economists examine the basic
question of fear and the emotional needs for security
that drive human beings. As a result, their theoretical
models remain rational solutions to largely irrational
problems.”
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Winning Asian sustainability
strategies
Sustainability and shareholder value are terms that

Maximizing shareholder value

have gradually crept into the Asia business lexicon
as the region’s companies began driving global growth.

For more than three decades, many executives
including Jack Welch of General Electric made

During the past several decades many related terms

“maximizing shareholder value” a top priority.

have often come in vogue and then faded away.
Welch was known for relentlessly pushing managers
One of our most frequent discussions with clients is how

to become more productive and efficient. Companies

they try to build sustainable businesses.

that could not become number one or two in their

Initially in Thailand, many family businesses struggle

industry would be sold off or abandoned.

with making the move to hire professional managers

As more and more CEOs across the US accepted

to help scale their businesses.

Welch’s strategy, maximizing shareholder value

Once they decide to hire professional managers,
they’re then faced with determining how performances
can best be monitored and evaluated. Most importantly

became known more for slashing inventories, reducing
costs and ruthlessly lowering employee head counts to
hit profit targets.

they must ensure the business grows sustainably over

GE’s Jack Welch and Coca Cola’s Roberto Goizueta

the long-term.

were two poster boy CEOS that exemplified why

Several key strategies greatly influenced many of our
clients.

“maximizing shareholder value” was the most effective
way to run a business.
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Transforming GE
Welch transformed GE from a $US13 billion dollar
market cap in 1981 to $US484 billion at his retirement
in 2001. To keep increasing shareholder value, Welch
pushed GE to achieve higher and higher growth.
Near the end of Welch’s illustrious career, GE’s biggest
engine of growth, GE Capital accounted for about half
of GE’s earnings. However, by 2009, GE was forced
to take massive write-offs at GE Capital and saw its
market cap drop as low as $75 billion.
In a 2010 Harvard Business Review article, “The Age of
Customer Capitalism, Roger Martin said that while the
$471 billion increase in shareholder value that Welch
oversaw seemed wonderful at the time of his retirement,
particularly to shareholders selling out at the top, it is
questionable how much shareholders benefited in the
long term.”

“Shareholder value” – dumbest idea in
the world
Later on in 2009, in a Financial Times interview Welch
said that “shareholder value is the dumbest idea in the

Putting customer first

world. Shareholder value is a result, not a strategy,

“For three decades, executives have made maximizing

your main constituencies are your employees, your

shareholder value their top priority. But evidence

customers and your products.”

suggests that shareholders actually do better when

In his Harvard Business Review article, Martin, who

firms put the customer first.”

is Dean of the University of Toronto’s Rotman School

Martin said it was time to discard the popular belief

of Management questioned whether maximizing

that corporations must focus first and foremost on

shareholder value is really the overall key to building

maximizing shareholder value. “The idea is inherently

sustainable businesses.

and tragically flawed.”
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According to Martin, it’s impossible to continually
increase shareholder value because stock prices
are driven by shareholders’ expectations about the
future, which cannot be raised indefinitely. He added
that the data shows that focusing on shareholder
value hasn’t done shareholders any favors. They

Instead, companies he said should seek to maximize
customer satisfaction while ensuring that shareholders
earn an acceptable risk-adjust return on their
investments

adopted it as their guiding principal.

Innovating successfully with a “blue
ocean” strategy

Martin’s studies showed that from 1933 to 1976

Another important strategy that greatly influenced

when “professional management” was in vogue,

many Asian businesses in the early 2000s was the “blue

the S&P 500 earned compound annual returns of 7.6

ocean” strategy first proposed by INSEAD strategy

per cent. “From 1977 to the end of 2008, the S&P 500

professors W. Chan Kim and Reneé Mauborgne.

have actually earned lower returns since corporations

did considerably worse with returns of only 5.9
per cent a year when maximizing shareholder was at

It became widely known in Asia and recognized

its zenith.”

globally, as an ideal approach for companies to find

A business’s primary purpose, Martin said should be to

competition irrelevant.

acquire and keep customers.

innovative, uncontested market space and make

Kim and Mauborgne argued in their book “Blue

“To create shareholder value, you should instead aim

Ocean Strategy” that tomorrow’s leading companies

to maximize customer satisfaction.”

succeed by not battling competitors, but by creating
“blue oceans” of uncontested market space ripe for

Legendary management guru Peter Drucker also said

growth.

that the primary purpose of a business is to acquire
and keep customers.

“In today’s overcrowded industries, competing headon results in nothing but a bloody “red ocean” of rivals

Determining what your customers value and focusing

fighting over a shrinking profit pool.”

on always pleasing them, Martin insists is a better
optimization formula.
In promoting what he called the “customer capitalism”
age, Martin warned of various constraints. “Companies
will quickly go bankrupt if they made customers
happier by charging ever lower and lower prices for
ever greater value.”

Strategic value innovations moves
These strategic “value innovation” moves, they said
create powerful leaps in value for both the firm and
buyers, rendering rivals obsolete and unleashing new
demand.
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Cirque du Soleil succeeded not by winning customers
away from the already shrinking circus industry,
which historically catered to children but by creating
a whole new market space that made the competition
irrelevant.
“It appealed to a whole new group of customers: adults
and corporate clients prepared to pay a price several
times as great as traditional circuses for an unprecedented entertainment experience.”

Stop trying to beat the competition
Cirque du Soleil succeeded, the author said because
They cited the example of Cirque du Soleil that was
created by a group of Canadian street performers and
through the successful application of a “Blue Ocean”
strategy created show productions that have been

it realized that to win in the future companies
must stop competing against each other. The only way
to beat the competition is to stop trying to beat the
competition.

seen by millions of people in more than 100 cities

Here in Thailand, I noticed that Pruksa Real Estate Plc

around the world.

became the country’s largest housing developer by

“In less than twenty years, Cirque du Soleil has
revenue levels that took Ringling Bros and Barnum &
Bailey – the global champion of the circus industry –
more than a hundred years to attain.”
According to the authors, the Cirque du Soleil’s
accomplishment, were even more remarkable because
their success was achieved in what had been seen a
declining industry in which strategic analysis pointed
to limited growth potential. People just weren’t going
to circuses anymore.
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carving a niche middle-income single-family home
market by adapting and upgrading technologies that
permitted them to build comparable or higher-quality
homes that can be delivered profitably at 10 to 15
per cent lower prices than the competition.
By using process and value innovations, Pruksa
successfully began selling homes in a previously
unknown market space. The company initially
dominated the Bt600,000 ($US20,000) single-family
home market.

It’s competitors opted out of this huge market niche

Here in Thailand, with a bit of tweaking, Red Bull

because they couldn’t deliver Pruksa quality-homes

emerged from being an energy drink for lower income

profitably at that specific price.

laborers into a world-wide phenomenon social drink
for high-flying big-spending yuppies. Red Bull’s

Kim and Mauborgne said that in red ocean markets,

owners found the Blue Ocean and have gone on to earn

industry boundaries are defined and accepted

huge pots of gold.

and competitive rules of the game are known.
“Here companies try to outperform their rivals by
grabbing a greater share of existing demand. As the
market space gets crowded, profits and growth prospects are reduced. Products become commodities and
cutthroat competition turns the red ocean bloody,”
they said.
By reducing product costs, Pruksa was able to sell homes
to a new untapped market that previously could not
afford single family homes.

Blue Oceans – untapped market space

Value Innovation: Cornerstone of Blue
Ocean Strategy
Companies that are caught in a “red ocean” strategy
follow a conventional strategy approach. They are
constantly racing to beat the competition by building a
defensible position within the existing industry order.
“The creators of blue oceans, surprisingly, didn’t use
the competition as their benchmark.”
Blue ocean operators, they said focused on a “value
innovation” strategy. “We call it value innovation

Blue Oceans, the authors said are defined by untapped

because instead of focusing on beating the competition,

market space, demand creation and the opportunity for

you focus on making the competition irrelevant by

highly profitable growth. Although some blue oceans

creating a leap in value for buyers and your company,

are created well beyond existing industry boundaries,

thereby opening up new and uncontested market

more are created from within industry boundaries,

space.”

including what was done by Cirque du Soleil and
Pruksa.

Here in Thailand, LPN Development Plc, another
innovative housing developer used a “blue ocean”

According to the authors, the term “Blue Oceans” may

strategy to maintain market share profitability in

be new but their existence is not. Many industries such

a very competitive housing development industry.

automobiles, music recording, aviation, petrochemicals,
health care and management consulting were unheard

“The company’s managing director, Opas Sripayak

of until they emerged.

said that soon after the 1997 economic crisis, the
company forsook its traditional developments that
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In LPN’s case, they matched the Thai white-collar
workers need to be near their inner-city offices with
prices per unit and monthly payments that were within
their budgets with technological and design innovations
that kept costs within budgeted targets.

Pursuing differentiation and low-costs
simultaneously
The Blue Ocean strategy, the authors said involves
pursing differentiation and low-costs simultaneously
as exhibited by Preuksa and LPN.
were gradually moving further and further away
from the city because of rising land costs and began
experimenting with small inner-city condominiums that

In Cirque du Soleil’s case, pursuing differentiation
and low-cost simultaneously was at the heart of the
entertainment experience it created. “At the time of its

sold for about Bt1 million.”

debut, other circuses focused on benchmarking

LPN’s small inner-city condominiums sold like

shrinking market demand by tweaking traditional

hot-cakes and created a niche market allowing the

circus acts,” they said.

company to become one of Thailand’s leading housing

one another and maximizing their share of already

developers during the past decade.

This included securing more famous clowns and lion

The company has become one of Stock Exchange of

substantially altering the circus experience. The result

Thailand’s leading listed housing developers.

was rising costs without rising revenues, and a

tamers, a strategy that raised cost structures without

downward spiral of overall circus demand.
Kim and Mauborgne’s research showed that what
separated Blue Ocean winners and losers was neither

When Cirque du Soleil appeared, these efforts were

bleeding-edge technology nor “timing for market

made irrelevant. Cirque du Soleil was neither an

entry.”

ordinary circus nor a classic theater production. It didn’t
care what the competition did.

“Value innovation occurs only when companies align
innovation with utility, price and cost positions,” they
said.
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According to the authors, Cirque du Soleil decide to

3. Focus on the same buyer group, be it the purchaser

offer people the fun and thrill of the circus and the

(as in the office equipment industry), the user (as

intellectual sophistication and the theater’s artistic

in the clothing industry) or the influencer (as in the

richness at the same time

pharmaceutical industry)

“In breaking circus market boundaries, Cirque du Soleil
gained a new understanding not only of circus customers but also of circus non-customers: adult theater
customers.”
Cirque du Soleil thus created a whole new circus
concept that broke the value-cost trade-off and
created a blue ocean of new market space.

Reconstructing market boundaries
Kim and Mauborgne said that the first blue ocean

4. Define the scope of the products and services
offered by their industry similarly
5. Accept their industry’s functional and emotional
orientations
6. Focus on the same point in time – and often on
current competitive threats – in formulating strategy
Kim and Mauborgne said that companies must break
out of the accepted boundaries that define how they
compete.

strategy principle is reconstructing market boundaries

“Instead of looking within boundaries, they need to

to break away from the competition and create blue

look across alternative industries, across strategic

oceans.

groups, across complementary product and service
offerings, across an industry’s functional emotional

Six strategy assumptions that keeps
companies trapped in red-oceans

orientation and even across time,” they said.

1. Define their industry similarly and focus on being
the being the best within it
2. Look at their industry through the lens of generally
accepted strategic groups (such as luxury automobiles, economy-cars, and family vehicles), and strive
to stand out in the strategic group they play in
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Unbridled capitalism – sustainability

“Hundreds of millions of children go to bed hungry,
while the men (there are few women in the field of

As Asian businesses and their economies became

finance) whose incompetence and possible immorality

recognized as prime drivers of economic growth,

have done so much harm to global finance earn

people began questioning whether unbridled capitalism

outrageously high salaries and bonuses.”

was optimally sustainable.
Most outrageously the public became particularly
Several think tanks were established to research and

incensed when despite billions of dollars of public

analyze the issue.

bail-out money, many top-bankers were thick-skinned

The 2008 global financial crisis was a catalyst for a complete rethink on whether capitalism’s unbridled growth
was an optimum development strategy.
Issues such as increasing inequality, the widening gap
between the rich and the poor, and the sustainability
of unbridled growth’s penchant to destroy natural
resources have been discussed by everyone.
In an article entitled “What’s it for? Moral responsibility in an age of globalization” Jean Pierre Lehmann
PhD, Senior Fellow at the Fung Global Institute said
“the most viral cancer to afflict the system has
been the egregious manifestations of unethical,
immoral and in many cases illegal behavior of major
corporations, especially, but not exclusively, in the field

enough to ignore adverse public opinion by continuing
to pay themselves huge bonuses.

More alarm bells ringing
As global society continues at full throttle down this
road, Lehmann said more people are becoming alarmed
and more strident in where are we going and what’s
this journey for?
Lehmann recommended many different books that
have been written on the topic. These include books
such as: Michael Sandel, What Money Can’t Buy:
The Moral Limits of Markets, Tim Jackson, Prosperity
without Growth: Economics for a Finite Planet, Robert
and Edward Skidelsky, How Much is Enough? Money

of finance.”

and the Good Life, Joseph Stiglitz, The Price of

“In the eyes of many the whole system seems to be

our Future, and Robert Schiller, Finance and the

corrupt and unjust.”

Good Society.

Lehmann said people are very angry because banks
destroyed billions of dollars of wealth, while more than
a billion people don’t have access to proper sanitation,
potable water and sufficient calories.
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Inequality: How Today’s Divided Society Endangers

Converging views
Lehmann said that most of these authors’ views
converge toward two absolute imperatives.

“One is to eradicate global poverty and all its ills.
The other is to ensure social and environmental
sustainability.”

Inclusiveness - a critical harmonious
sustainable economic development
factor

These two imperatives, he said cannot be disasso-

During the last several years, widening income

ciated. Quoting Lord Nicholas Stern, author of the

gaps between the rich and the poor have brought

Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change,

“inclusiveness” into many conversations of sustainable

Lehman said if we fail on one of the two challenges,

growth.

we fail automatically on the other.

Although economic growth that continuously raises

“To achieve these goals, one important means is to

everyone’s standard of living is critical for a country’s

revisit definitions of key concepts.”

development, optimizing inclusiveness is now being
proffered as an element for harmonious overall

Defining prosperity and wealth
Lehmann said everyone must start off by defining what
is meant by prosperity and wealth.
“For the last few decades these terms have been
seen as material (the accumulation of assets) and
individual.”
Wealth and prosperity, he said should more appropriately be seen as spiritual and collective. “Does
happiness come from owning yet another Ferrari or
from seeing that society has become better balanced,
happier, more harmonious because inequality has
been reduced and there are fairer opportunities for all?
Should the goal and guiding moral principles of each of
us in this globalised economy, and especially of those
with access and influence be amassing money, or is
about creating genuine social wealth, he asks?
This question deserves to be answered not only by
philosophers, but by all stakeholders.

sustainable development.
At a Japanese Chamber of Commerce meeting in
Bangkok in 2011, Bank of Thailand Governor, Prasarn
Trairatvorakul said countries should try to maximize
everyone’s exposure to economic development, both
in terms of participation in the development process
and in the sharing of benefits.
“This would lessen the problem of inequality and foster
social harmony,” he said.
Prasarn said that leaders should look at their overall
economic strengths and weaknesses by reviewing
success factors such as sustainable, consistent growth
without boom-and-bust cycles and continuous yearly
standard-of-living increase for everyone including
lowest income-earners.
If a country analyzes development success through
these measures, more people would then have a
better understanding of central bankers and policy
makers’ roles in advancing the economic development
agenda for a country.
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Policy makers - fundamental
responsibilities
These success factors, he said include three
corresponding fundamental responsibilities for policy
makers. The first responsibility was ensuring continued
macro-economic stability (which is a prerequisite for
economic stability and would allow for an economy to
operate at its full potential).
Secondly, policy makers must ensure that the
economy is expanding at its potential growth rate
so that standards-of-living are continuously rising.
“Third, to maximize inclusiveness, we have to ensure
the equal exposure to economic opportunities for all,”
he said.
Economic sustainability
Prasarn said he considered economic sustainability,
the first success factor as Thailand’s most important
strength. “After the 1997 crisis, Thailand has no longer
experienced a current account deficit problem.”
Moreover, inflation in Thailand, he said has only
averaged about 2.6 per cent over the last decade, or
about half the 5.1 per cent during the 1990s prior to
the Asian Crisis and the Thai unemployment has been
low at about one per cent.
“The banking industry, severely affected by the 1997
crisis has been safe and sound, minimally affected by
the global financial crisis ten years later as a result of
strengthened risk management and governance.”

Prasarn added that despite ongoing capital inflows
into Thailand, no signs of asset bubbles are appearing
and corporate and household sector leverage is still low.
“Overall, I believe that Thailand’s economic stability has
strengthened continuously.”
He added that the Bank of Thailand has fulfilled its
responsibility to help achieve economic stability.
“Under the inflation-targeting framework, the policy
interest rate is the main instrument used to influence
saving and spending in the economy so that demand
matches potential supply.”
This economic balance he said has in turn produced
a low and stable inflation environment, necessary
for sustainable growth. “We cannot afford to be
complacent about economic stability as shocks can
occur at any time and in any form, thus we must
remain vigilant.”
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Economic stability, Prasarn added is the means to an

Nevertheless, Prasarn said that although public

end and not the end itself. “We can also have a stable

spending (as a percentage of GDP) on education and

economy that grows at an undesirably low rate,

health care was comparable to neighboring countries,

especially when productivity is sluggish.”

its quality remains relatively low.

High potential growth

“Hence in moving towards a higher labor-skilled
economy, Thailand needs to further improve access

Despite Thailand’s strength in maintaining economic

as well as quality of education and health care to

stability, Prasarn said that the country potential growth

enhance the quality of our human capital.”

rate is only moderate when compared to her peers.
Exchange rate also plays important role
“Over the past decade, our GDP grew on average by 4.4
per cent annually, and the average growth rate grew

Apart from strengthening infrastructure and human

by 5.1 per cent, excluding the sub-prime crisis period.”

capital investment, Prasarn said the exchange rate
also plays an important role in influencing Thailand’s

The historical growth rate, he said was somewhat

productivity in the long run because it affects overall

lower than the Bank of Thailand’s research results

effective resource allocation.

that indicate the country’s potential growth rate is
6.1 per cent for the next decade.

“Given the recent development of the global economy,
many of you will agree that the Thai baht is unlikely to

“Our estimate is based on the assumption that the

go back to the level seen in the pre-2006 era.

country’s investment growth over the next five years

”This new structural adjustment, Prasarn said has

returns to normal, which is approximately 10 per cent

two strong implications. “First, uncompetitive export

to 12 per cent growth as seen during 2002 to 2005.”

services will be most challenged. Second, the strong

Physical infrastructure development must be complemented by human capital development, to enhance

baht is an opportunity for Thailand to increase productivity through higher imported-capital investments.”

productivity and potential growth. The Thai govern-

The initial implication, he said should not be a

ment, he said has improved the country’s education and

concern as long as unemployment remains low. “The

health-care systems during the past decade.

market mechanism will allow efficient adjustment

Compulsory education has been extended and greater
financial support has been given to increase access to
higher education. “Subsidized health care for the poor

as uncompetitive firms have to either upgrade or
close down and free up labor resources to more
competitive firms.”

has been provided with extended coverage over the

This reallocation process, he added implies that the

years.”

country is making better use of labor resources and
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should therefore yield higher productivity. The current

the rich and the poor to have the same economic

Thai unemployment rate has remained at about one

opportunity.

per cent even though the baht has strengthened in
recent years.

“Inclusiveness refers to equal access to public

At the same time, Thai exports have remained robust,

equal treatment of law and regulation for all. In this way

recovering swiftly from the global crisis. “These

inclusiveness will provide equal exposure to economic

developments possibly indicate that our export sectors

prosperity's benefits.”

have adjusted themselves well and labor resources are
being allocated more efficiently.”

Importance of inclusiveness
Thailand’s development of overall inclusiveness in its
economic development, Prasarn said was it weakest
achievement so far. “However, inclusiveness is
something that has increasingly gained attention

infrastructure such as education, fair competition and

Improving inclusiveness – long process
Prasarn said that improving inclusiveness in Thailand
will be a long process but some initiatives are already
in place, including decentralization of public spending,
better access to education, informal sector debt
alleviation and better credit access for low-income
citizens.

from Thai policy-makers in recent years, as it was

“The government must be careful not to excessively

part of the root cause of political unrest.”

gear government spending towards populist policies

Prasarn asserted that inclusiveness was critical
because it will be one of the long-term solutions for
Thailand’s political stability.
“I should stress that this inclusion has a different
concept from equality.”
Inclusiveness, he said focuses on creating equal
opportunity rather than equalizing income. “Income
equality ultimately means that the reward system is
independent of performance which erodes efficiency.”
On the other hand, inclusiveness he said refers to
having equal opportunity which still preserves efficiency
through the reward incentive system while allowing

that eventually add financial burden in the already tight
budget and sovereign debt in the future.”
In particular, he said that was important for the
government to prioritize and balance public consumption and public spending accordingly. “More important,
efficient management with good governance will be key
ingredients to policy success in this regard.”
For its part, Prasarn said the Bank of Thailand has
included inclusiveness on the main agenda of the
Financial Master Plan II.
The objective is to provide financial access for all,
particularly to the under-served, in an efficient and
financially viable manner without compromising
financial stability and prudence.”
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05

Winning corporate governance
As companies and economies scrambled to recover

Opening up of restricted industries

from the 1998 Asia financial crisis and flourished in
the subsequent 16 years, corporate governance has

When the Asia economies began crashing in 1998,

improved dramatically and in many cases can now be

foreign ownership in many major industries including

deemed global-standard.

banking and finance were still limited.

With global and regional capital markets and investors

However, policy makers in many afflicted countries

now playing major roles funding many companies

realized that increased foreign ownership was the most

throughout Asia, accessing these massive capital pools

efficient way to recapitalize damaged countries and

has required a continuous upgrading of corporate

industries. The financial crisis opened-up Asia’s econo-

governance regimes.

mies to greater foreign ownership.

In addition, with export markets continuously

The new joint-venture companies were required

expanding to both Europe and North America, Asia

to address more transparent overseas corporate-

companies are often compelled to adhere to their

governance practices, some of which were grudgingly

often unique corporate governance requirements if

implemented.

they want to continue selling to their consumers.
Weak corporate governance was widely blamed as

Restructuring financial institutions

one of the major reasons why many Asia companies

As many financial institutions, particularly in Thailand

collapsed and failed in 1998.

required substantial financial capital injections in early
2000, new overseas joint-venture partners, some of
which invested more than a billion US dollars began
requiring their new subsidiaries or affiliates to adhere
to much higher corporate governance standards.
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Large overseas investors initially greatly affected the

Today, almost all large companies in Asia have

internal auditors’ role in Thai companies. Although the

nominating and remuneration committees that are

Securities and Exchange Commission had for many

charged with appointing senior managers and deter-

years mandated that company internal auditors should

mining their compensation packages.

report directly to the Board’s chairman and not to the
CEO, many companies were slow in implementing the
structural changes.
However, after the 1998 crisis, overseas financial
institutions in particular began clearly mandating that
their local subsidiaries’ internal auditors should report
directly to the institutions’ Chairmen.
During the next several years as Thai financial
institutions received new capital from deep-pocketed
overseas financial institutions such as Development
Bank of Singapore and ABN Amro Bank, organization
charts began showing that internal auditors in the new
joint-venture organizations were reporting directly to
their chairmen.
This new corporate-governance standard led by
foreign financial-institution investors was gradually
adopted by all local Thai companies.

Nominating and remuneration
committees
International corporate-governance standards have
also became more prevalent in senior-management
hiring. To protect their massive investments, major
overseas companies in such sectors as cement,
automobile manufacturing and telecommunications
insisted on having a say in placing key managers into
joint-venture companies.
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In most cases, this committee is also charged with
evaluating directors and senior executive performance.

Institute of Directors
Immediately after the 1998 crisis, the Thai Institute of
Directors (IOD) was founded under the auspices of the
Stock Exchange of Thailand.
The IOD has been at the forefront of promoting good
governance practices in the Thai and is dedicated
to improving director professionalism and corporate
governance in Thailand.
It has both Thai and English programs. I was fortunate
to have been a member of Class 11 and not only did I
learn a great deal about corporate governance but also
developed many good friendships and relationships that
have lasted throughout the years.
Through its various activities, the IOD has helped
developed professional directorship standards and
provided best practice guidelines for company
directors so that they can perform to international
standards.
The IOD believes that effective directors will result
in well-managed companies that deliver shareholder
value and sustainable growth.

Sustainability reports include economic,environmental
and social impacts caused by a company's everyday
activities. It also prsents the organization’s values
and governance model, and demonstrates the
link between its strategy and its commitment to a
sustainable global economy.
Structurally, the IOD was established as a not-forprofit, membership organization with Thai capital
market core institutions’ financial support from the
Securities and Exchange Commission, The Stock

Sustainability – performance in four
key areas

Exchange of Thailand, The Bank of Thailand, and the

By using sustainability reports, they help their

Foundation for Capital Market Development Fund,

organizations measure, understand and communicate

as well as international organizations including the

their economic, environmental, social and governance

World Bank.

performance.

Today, the IOD is accepted domestically and inter-

Sustainability – the ability for something to last for

nationally for its leading role in corporate governance,

a long time, or indefinitely – is based on performance

and has been cited as a very successful professional

on the above four key areas.

organization by many national and international
forums.

Governance and social responsibility
2013

Many Asian companies now use systematic sustainability reporting to help their organizations measure
the impacts they cause or experience, set goals,
and manage change. It is now viewed by many as a key
platform for communicating sustainability performance
and impacts – whether positive or negative.

Since the wild-west cowboy environment of the late
1990s corporate governance has travelled a long way.

Regular sustainability reporting requires a reportingcycle infrastructure that includes programs of data

Today, corporate governance in a country such as

collection, communication, and responses. It must be

Thailand has improved tremendously. Many major

monitored on an ongoing basis and data should be

companies have now implemented corporate

provided regularly to senior decision makers to shape

governance and corporate social responsibilities

the organization’s strategy and policies, and improve

guidelines and strategies that are integrally linked

performance.

to their missions and some companies follow Global
Reporting Initiative guidelines and publish sustainability
and corporate social responsibility reports.
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Sustainability reporting is now viewed by many Asian

proficiency improvements while also positively

companies as a vital change management resource

contributing to the environment and to society in

for managing change towards a sustainable global

accordance with His Majesty the King’s “Sufficiency

economy – one that combines long term profitability

Economy Philosophy”.

with social justice and environmental care.
In addition, all the Bank’s CSR and governance

GRI performance indicators
Several state-enterprises in Thailand have led the way
by using Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) sustainability
guidelines that systematically disseminated information about their economic, environmental, social and
governance performance.
The Government Housing Bank, a Specialized Financial
Institution (SFI)100 per cent owned by the Ministry of
Finance published its first comprehensive Corporate
Social Responsibility report in 2012.

projects are aimed toward its overall objective of
creating happy and warm households within a
sustainable high-quality living environment.1
The Bank said that it realizes simply offering
sound-and-useful financial products along with its
current CSR programs may not be sufficient to
cope with today’s rapid social and environmental
changes.
“To achieve sustainable growth in high-quality
environments, we established a systematic, long-term
action plan for our CSR activities.”

To ensure focus and direction, the report indicates the
Bank operates within a principal-mission framework
that is closely aligned with national housing policies
and it overall mission to excel in providing appropriate

Corporate governance, social and
environment responsibility committee

housing credit to the public, especially to low-and-

The Bank’s corporate governance, social and

middle income home buyers.

environment responsibility committee executes its
annual CSR initiatives. The committee formulates

Core emphasis – quality products,
superior services and employee
proficiency
The Bank emphasizes continuous quality product

strategic directions after a series of productive
brain-storming sessions, and regularly implements
course-of-action adjustments and improvements.
Moreover, about two per cent of the Bank’s net profits
are allocated annually to support its CSR initiatives.

developments, superior services, and employee1
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“Happiness and Warmth – 60 years building foundations for happy homes”, Government Housing Bank, 2013.

2. Creating surrounding society quality
Creating surrounding society quality involves
responsibility to the surrounding area and its external
parties. The strategy includes developing and
implementing programs to improve the Bank’s
external parties’ (including clients, surrounding
communities and staff families) quality-of-life.
3. Creating distant society quality
Creating distant society quality involves responsibility

Three critical CSR value-creations

to society and the environment. This strategy

To ensure corporate governance, social and envi-

particularly through sustainable-community home-

ronmental responsibility programs are systematically

ownership developments.

upgrades the general public’s overall living conditions,

implemented and deliver applicable results.
The Bank considers all stakeholders, and defines
critical factors when developing relevant action plans
that emphasize three critical CSR value-creations:
Creating Corporate Quality, Creating Surrounding
Society Quality and Creating Distant Society Quality.
1. Creating corporate quality

Creating corporate quality through
good governance
The Bank continuously focuses on the importance
of good governance practices. The Corporate
Governance, Social & Environmental Responsibility
Committee, an independent group is directly in charge
of formulating and overseeing good governance

Creating overall corporate quality involves intra-

policies.

organization responsibility by all Bank employees
(both executives and general staff).

The Committee’s action plan is pro-actively promulgated
in five critical human-resource management areas:

Key strategies include emphasizing good governance,

internal audit and controls, risk management, IT manage-

equitable management, and transparency, establishing

ment, and Board of Directors duties.

workplace ethical practices, providing moral support
and encouragement, as well as rigorously promoting

To ensure continuous systematic CSR program

social and environmental consciousness within the

operations, the Committee also establishes corporate

organization.

governance and social & environmental responsibility
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task guidelines. It has also established a safety and

Readjustments including delegating appropriate

health committee to promote and oversee workplace

authority to branch-level decision-makers for timely

safety and hygiene standards.

and practical business responses are continuously
considered and implemented.

Three operational strategies
GH Bank’s good corporate governance programs
primarily focus on three operational strategies.
1. Knowledge enhancement strategies for directors,
executives, and Bank personnel.
2. Participative strategy for directors, executives, and
Bank personnel.
3. Effective good corporate governance management
strategies.

The Bank also encourages prudent judgment that
is buttressed by strong technical and IT support
including continuously upgrading and adopting new
work processes including the “Q-Impress” system to
enhance speedy customer services and continuously
revising Bank’s rules and regulations to support new
product launches.

Creating distant-society quality
through social and environment
sustainability programs
GH Bank’s CSR and environmental initiatives are

Creating surrounding-society quality
through responsible financial products
To ensure continuous quality of life improvement,
the Bank develops high-quality financial products
that are specifically tailored to all customers’ needs
and at the same time strongly support national
housing policy initiatives while complying with its
corporate obligations to provide systematic, transparent
and fair “full disclosure.”
It also focuses on providing prompt and timely
services that are recognized as cutting-edge market
leaders. To improve efficiency and execution, it also
conducts regular internal policy assessments and
readjustments.
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strategically focused in several key housing and
related areas.

Housing
The Bank’s main strategic focus is enhancing the
general public’s quality-of-living by creating stable
and sustainable housing-ownership opportunities. This
focus is in-line with its primary mission to help low-andmiddle income people purchase appropriate homes.
Its vision is to be “a modern and sustainable housing
bank and a market leader in providing comprehensive
house financing services” because “houses” are basic
living necessities and are family “roots” where tender
love and care are engendered. Good societies begin
with sound “family” foundations.

Today more than 350,000 households nationwide
need secure and sustainable housing. The Bank states
that it intends to continue being a social-driver that
provides appropriate and affordable housing and
housing-finance to low-and-middle income communities.

Education and society
To help upgrade Thai educational standards, the Bank,
State Enterprise Policy Office (SEPO) and Office of the
Basic Education Commission (OBEC) conduct special
programs.
In 2012, the Bank donated funds for multi-purpose
buildings at Wangthabsai School, Phichit Province
and remote area Border Patrol Schools. The Bank has
supported Border Patrol Schools since 2009.

At the 2008 Beijing Olympics, 17-year-old 49-kilo
high-school girl,

Buttree Puedpong or “Nong Song”

surprised everyone by winning a silver medal. Nong Song
was only able to compete in Beijing only because the
initial team member, Athen’s Olympics bronze

GH Bank also pro-actively organized numerous flood

medalist, Yaowapa Burapolchai was injured and

relief programs following the major 2011 crisis. The

forced to retire.

Bank provided disaster relief packages, as well as
significant amounts of food, necessities and other
supplies.

In 2011, the TKDO team won seven SEA Games
gold medals and a bronze medal at the London 2012
Olympics. The Bank also sponsors the “GH Bank Young

Sports

Taekwondo National Championship”.

GH Bank has been a major supporter of national-team

Since 2010, GH Bank has sponsored the GH Bank –

sports programs. It has supported the Taekwondo

RBAC Futsal Club that is one of Thailand and the

Association of Thailand’s (TKDO) with annual funds

region’s top futsal teams participating successfully

of Bt17 million for many years. The association has

in the Professional Futsal League, the FA Futsal Cup,

developed many top international TKDO athletes that

as well as other regional and global matches.

have successfully participated in numerous World
Championships and Olympic Games.

To further develop futsal, the Bank’s Futsal Field
project is continuously constructing community futsal
fields nationwide. The futsal fields are open for public
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use and provide talented youth in such communities

The social results can be further grouped into

with opportunities to hone their skills. Futsal and

sub-categories, namely responsibility to society,

other sports have also proven to be strong forces in

product responsibility, respecting human rights, and

discouraging youth drug-use.

good employee and treatment-at-work practices
including the following:

CSR and environment activities
GH Bank’s CSR and environmental projects are

Economic results

designed to give back to the community and solidify

Financial performance and social responsibility

the Bank’s reputation as a stable and modern govern-

activities expenditures

ment agency.

By providing housing credit to needy retail customers,

The Bank’s CSR activities feature social and

GH Bank plays an important national economic-

environmental strategic objectives that create and

stability enhancement role. In 2012, the Bank issued

enhance corporate, human resources, and societal

new housing loans of Bt112,520 million, of which

values. These activities the Bank believes enhances

Bt102,898 million or 91.5 per cent were to low-and-

its value, particularly in three main sustainability

middle income households.

aspects2 namely economic, social, and environmental
results.

Budget Allocations for Corporate Social & Environmental Responsibility Activities

2
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Categorized by Sustainability Reporting Guidelines – GRI 3.1

The Bank’s total assets were Bt 735,996 million, whereas

are extended to cover staff family-members, financial

its non-performing assets (NPA) were Bt2,371 million,

aid for children’s education, rent support for personnel

Bt1,246 million from the previous year. Total deposits

assigned to the provinces and annual health checkups.

were Baht 571,220 million.

The Bank’s many employee-welfare fund programs

Its net profit increased 15.9 per cent to Bt8,101

enhance quality-of-life and staff activities such

million in 2012.

as sports and leisure. The fund also supports low
interest-rate staff loan programs. During the 2011 major

Policy impacts - environmental
changes and global warming
In 2011, Thailand experienced a major natural
disaster that destroyed homes and properties
nationwide. GH Bank, as a government specialized
financial institution (SFI), acted as a relief agency
assisting flood victims whose homes were impacted.
It immediately implemented long-term loan mitigation
programs that waived loan payments for specified
periods and other funding programs that helped floodafflicted victims rebuild homes and livelihoods.

Equitable employee remuneration and
benefits policy

flood disaster, the Bank also approved relief funds
for flood impacted staff.
In addition to its equitable employee remuneration
policy, GH Bank also provides employee retirement
benefits, including employee funds in which the Bank
makes monthly contributions equal to 9-11 per cent
of employee’s monthly salaries.

Local Community
The Bank’s guiding mission-principle is supporting
national housing policy by providing housing-financing
that enhances the general public’s overall benefit
and improves society. It conducts business under
best practices, good governance, strict controls and
supervision, adequate business assessment, and fair

To ensure a sustainable human resources infra-

competition principles.

structure, the Bank has established clear employeesalary structures and remuneration programs that are

These principles ensure that the Bank maintains

appropriate, equitable, and considered competitive and

business ethics that shall not adversely impact its

in-line with industry practices.

stakeholders and the public. In addition, the Bank’s
commitment towards all its CSR initiatives has served

It also provides fringe benefits that are compatible

society’s common interest.

with employee’s needs, including medical benefits that
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Anti-corruption measures

Information disclosure

GH Bank also places high priority on establishing

Accurate and full disclosure to customers, shareholders,

management-systems that assure protection against

employees, as well as other stakeholders are critical

corruption. The Bank developed and implemented

corporate governance principles. The Bank’s good

a “fighting and protecting against public-sector

governance implementation plan’s disclosure policies

corruption” action plan for 2009-2012. Its progress

are as follow:

has been reported to the Office of Public Sector
Anti-Corruption Commission every six months.

Staff training
To facilitate continuous learning and enhance capacity
development, GH Bank organizes numerous personnel
training programs. These programs include training
new recruits for new challenges and responsibilities,
practical knowledge for assigned-job duties,
competency – based training and knowledge-sharing
among senior executive and staff.
In addition, the Bank encourages personnel to obtain
useful knowledge by participating in external training
sessions domestically and internationally. It has
launched numerous new programs aimed at enhancing
employees’ quality of life, including programs

1.		The Bank prepares information for public disclosure
in a manner that is clear, precise and easy to
comprehend. It provides regular-updated positive
and negative information. Related and relevant
assumptions and conditions are also comprehensively
disclosed.
2. The Bank’s Corporate Communications Department
is responsible for disseminating useful information,
news, and announcements that may assist Bank
client decision making.
3. The Bank regularly and promptly disseminates
full-disclosure of both financial and non-financial
information in a manner that is accurate, accountable, and evenhanded, and also welcomes questions
and suggestions from all relevant parties.

that promote HM the King’s “Sufficiency Economy”

GH Bank has also established various financial and

philosophy and assure that its employees correctly

non-financial information dissemination channels.

comprehend the King’s philosophical doctrine and are
able to apply this thinking to their everyday life.

The Bank continually allocates corporate resources to
support staff training and knowledge enhancement,

Other programs include “Work Life Balance” programs

particularly by enhancing its ability to present useful

which raise health lifestyle awareness. The Bank also

information to all relevant parties.

annually offers employee scholarships for further
education domestically and overseas.
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Employee and customer suggestions

progress made. Customer-satisfaction is enhanced

GH Bank management has created an environment

and efficient track all complaints.

because the system forces responsible units to promptly

that encourages, supervises and influences corporate
personnel to comply with laws and conduct themselves

The Bank highly values customer-information

ethically. On both corporate and branch management

confidentiality. Client information can only be revealed

levels, the Bank appoints ethics committees to

to its owner, authorized proxies or to persons the

oversee ethical practices.

owner has assigned authority.

It also publishes an easily accessible Ethics Handbook
on its intranet. The Bank has also created official
communication channels between high-ranking
executives and the entire staff through regular
executive meetings, working group conferences, and
executive’s branch visits.
Unofficial communications are done through GH
Bank’s newsletters and meetings between labor union
representatives and the President. The Bank has
also held “Happy Meal with MD” events twice a year
additional casual communication opportunities.
The Ethics Plan is being added as a section to the
Bank’s Master Plan for Human Resource Management

Employee motivation
GH Bank motivates its employees to perform
good acts and conduct themselves as good social
examples. To encourage this philosophy and boost
staff morale, the Bank has initiated its “Outstanding
Employee and Outstanding Branch” Program which
all employees and branches participate in.
The selection criteria is primarily based on customer
compliments. The CSR service Stars of the Month are
announced through the intra-email system, and all CSR
service star comments and tips are published in GH
Bank newsletters.

for 2010-2015. The Bank has also established
employees, customers and other stakeholders contact
channels to voice suggestions and complaints to the
Bank’s President

via call centers, websites, letters,

faxes, suggestion boxes and postal complaint boxes.
GH Bank Complaints Management System has been
implemented to efficiently and effectively handle
customer complaints. The system reports customercomplaint action status, retrieves complaint report

Due diligence is still an art not a
science
Although most Asia companies have become much
more highly transparent and have improved their
corporate governance in the past decade and a half,
investors must still realize that due diligence is an art
and not a science.

files for review, monitors action taken and any
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Organizations may have implemented operating

Governance

structures and systems that are designed to deliver
transparency, some unwary investors in Asia and

Corporate governance, the article said merits serious

elsewhere have dealt very cruel lessons for relying too

attention for a variety of reasons. “To start, when

much on the facades.

it’s weak, the floodgates open for unscrupulous

A recent McKinsey Quarterly article by David Cogman

management teams.”

entitled “Due diligence in China: art, science and

Blatant misappropriation of company resources may

self-defense” reminded me of similar situations in

be less common than it once was, but it was a factor

our region. The article said that many private-equity

why some Chinese companies delisted in the United

and strategic investors in China didn’t initially detect

States recently.

accounting fraud despite conducting detailed,
professional due diligence.

“In one case, for example, the board chairman
transferred ownership of company assets to himself

“The problem is surely not limited to just Chinese

just prior to raising funds from US investors and

companies, though they are at the center of investor

conspired with the CEO to avoid disclosure.”

concerns today given the importance of that country’s
growth and stability to the world economy.”

Governance arrangements also reveal how the top team
thinks about its rights and responsibilities.

Overcoming investor concerns — in China, the author
said may mean going back to some investing basics.

“Senior management demonstrates its understanding of them in myriad small and large ways that

“Diligence is, after all, as much about developing a

sometimes serve as early-warning signs.”

sense of trust in a company as it is an exercise in
finding and checking facts.”

Minor things, such as small transactions between the
company and the controlling shareholder, he said can

Financial, portfolio, and corporate investors are

reveal much about shareholders’ attitudes toward the

now looking beyond usual statutory and regulatory

company. “Do they see it as something to which they

disclosures for less direct indicators of trouble in

have a duty of trust or as an extension of their personal

areas such as governance, management, financing,

property?”

market context, and partnerships.
“Do they understand and respect basic boundaries
Although such indicators are not conclusive in

between company and personal business? Have they

themselves, nor are they replacements for other

gone out of their way to treat minority shareholders

aspects of diligence, they provide valuable clues that

fairly during corporate restructurings—something that

something unpleasant is hiding under the surface, even

is easy to avoid doing?”

when everything looks healthy on paper.
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Halfhearted governance-compliance efforts, the author

Companies intending to expand manufacturing capacity

said may be a leading indicator of deeper problems —

in their future growth plans must also ensure they

even outlandish ones, such as questions that arose

have enough plant managers to run existing facilities

about the very existence of an oil and gas exploration

as it ramps up new ones. Again a serious mapping

company’s operations after it was listed.

of potential external candidates is often needed to
placate nervous investors.

Management
Having been burned often, investors in Thailand
today constantly look for management warning signs
that extend beyond the top team and its compliance
with governance standards.
For instance, many investors have asked me to
examine a company’s professional management
team bench strength before making an acquisition
and have also requested that we map out potential
external candidates that will be available to help their
acquisitions expand.
They want to ensure that a strong pipeline of competent operational managers is available so that
their revenue and bottom-line projections can be

Many investors are also asking Thai companies
locating manufacturing overseas, whether they have
general managers who can work in foreign-language
environments. If they are unsure, a candidate mapping
exercise is undertaken.
Although these questions may seem obvious, they
often go unasked.
The McKinsey article also pointed out that operational
management quality is another area where on-theground scrutiny is worthwhile.
Good plant discipline, the author said is hard to
develop and harder to fake, and its absence is
typically visible to the trained eye on a single site visit.

realized. Management talent depth, they said indicates

“Even a one-hour walk-through, if used carefully, can

that a company has been built to last.

provide validation of staffing levels, inventory levels

Another warning sign, they said is a mismatch
between a company’s management capabilities and

and age, and plant utilization. If a company resists
a walk-through, that should sound alarm bells.”

its growth plans.
For instance, several of my clients that acquired
control of large local companies initially analyzed
whether the current finance teams had the size and
experience to follow through on future growth. If not,
replacements were brought in.
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06

Understanding China’
s current and
future inf luence
As western economies continue struggling, China has
continued growing at unprecedented rates during the
past three decades.
China’s unrelenting growth since Deng Xiaoping
freed up the economy in 1979 has and will continue

Urbanization and staggering growth to
continue
One of the major drivers of China’s economic growth is
rapid urbanization that has also spread throughout Asia.

to greatly influence economic development and

In 2009, the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI) completed

businesses globally.

an extensive 525-page study “Preparing for China’s

Many people question whether its past three decades
growth will continue into the future.
All business leaders must gain multiple insights into
where China is headed if they want to ensure their
businesses will be sustainable.

urban billion” that revealed many startling statistics
and interesting conclusions.1
The MGI report said that everything about China
evokes massive scale, from its 1.3 billion people to the
thousands of containers filled everyday with electronic
goods, clothing and housewares that are shipped to
North America, Europe and elsewhere.

1

For full report, www.mckinsey.com/mgi/reports/pdfs/China_Urban_Billion/China_urban_billion_full_report.pdf
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Massive number of cities
China’s urbanization, the report said has quickly
resulted in an unprecedented number of large cities.
By 2030 more than one billion people will live in
China’s cities and 221 will have more than one million
people. (Europe has 35 cities today with more than one
million people)
The country’s burgeoning economic success and
rapidly rising living standards, MGI said have resulted
in an unprecedented urbanization surge that will
continue. By 2025, 23 cities in China will have more
than five million people.

More than one billion people, MGI said will be living
in China’s cities and perhaps even more interestingly,
350 million people (current population in US) will
be added to its urban population by 2025. MGI also

Moreover,

China’s urban economy will generate 90

per cent of its GDP and of the 350 million people added
to its urban population in 2025, more than 240 million
will be migrants.

estimated that China will have added more than 200

“Urbanization will create pressure points for many

million new jobs and at that time, more than 500

cities including challenges of securing sufficient

million people will be working its cities.

public funding for social services, dealing with

Rural to city migration will emerge as the clear driver
of China’s future urbanization. From 1980 to 2005,
China’s urbanization percentage doubled to 44
per cent and will reach 64 per cent by 2025.
These statistics bode well for global businesses that
can successfully attack China and Asia’s consumers
markets.

demand and supply pressures on land, energy, water
and the environment. Focusing solely on GDP growth
will not achieve the harmonious development the
Chinese leadership desires.”

Huge infrastructure needs
To ensure that these cities are livable, MGI said that
China must continuously provide huge amounts of
cutting-edge infrastructure. Five billion sqm of road
must be paved and 40 million sqm of buildings must
be built in about five million buildings.
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Former President Hu Jintao’s 17th Party Congress goal
in 2000 to quadruple GDP by 2020 was highly
dependent on China’s continuous urbanization.
“Urbanization and China’s development have grown
hand-in-hand and the cities have been major drivers
of GDP growth over past two decades and will become
even more so in the next two decades.”
According to MGI, China’s cities will generate about
95 per cent of the country’s GDP in 2025, rising from
the current 75 per cent.
China’s rapidly growing urban middle class has spurred
About 50,000 of these buildings, the report said will
be skyscrapers. “It will be equivalent to constructing

private consumption. “Between 1990 and 2005,
China’s urban consumer market emerged as a

10 New York cities.”

significant economic growth driver, accounting for 26

Perhaps most amazingly, China will need more than

GDP percentage will rise to 33 per cent.”

170 new mass transit systems in the next two decades
to ensure that its fast-growing population can move

per cent of GDP growth. By 2025 urban consumption’s

Migration of the rural masses to China’s cities has

about efficiently and effectively.

also driven growing urbanization. From 1980 to 2055,

These infrastructure requirements are predicted to

2025, MGI predicts that 64 per cent of China’s people

continue for several decades and will require massive

will live in cities.

China’s urbanization level doubled to 44 per cent. By

technology and financing. As China’s economy continues
opening, massive opportunities may await overseas
investors wanting to participate in thisw huge growth
environment.

Rapid urbanization pressures will
intensify
China’s rapid urbanization will also result in intense

A massive transformation

pressures on the country’s economic and social fabric.

MGI said China’s closely intertwined economic and

Adding 350 million people to China’s cities in the next

urbanization goals will yield unprecedented investment

two decades will require land and spatial planning

and business opportunities.

and developments. “Unprecedented construction may
threaten extensive urban sprawl, further intensive
land development, and extreme congestion.”
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In addition, MGI noted that urban China’s demand for

retained locally and local governments can make

resources will double during the same period and air

decisions on everything from industry subsidies to

pollution could reach critical levels in most cities.

retail licensing, subject to “negative control” from

Although migrant labor will still be plentiful in China

Beijing.”

during the next two decades, MGI noted that

“Traditionally, Beijing has relied on and incentivized

aspiring city officials will face challenges finding

the entrepreneurial nature of local bureaucrats to

sufficient university graduates. “As costs go up, it will

identify and pursue growth opportunities.”

be important to create higher value jobs necessary
for top-line growth.”

Therefore, in China, urbanization is implemented

Funding urban growth in China will also become more

city level, under the national government’s guidance,

difficult in the next 20 years, especially if revenues from

have strongly influenced China’s growth. “At the

land sales begin decreasing. MGI expects that cities will

same time, however, a powerful urbanization national

face increasing costs in providing services.

framework

“An important increasing cost factor will be gradual

locally and policy choices enacted at the individual

fundamentally influences the degrees of

freedom at local levels.”

pressures to extend services to migrant populations.

National land policy decisions, strategic infrastructure

By 2025 almost 2.5 per cent of urban GDP will be

location, investment approval authority processes

required to extend public services and benefits

and limits, MGI said define the level of local authority.

including health care and education to migrants

“Differential treatment of local municipalities can

across China.”

tilt the playing field across cities as well.”

MGI concluded that almost all cities apart from

By refocusing on more balanced and productive growth

the very large ones, could face significant funding

concepts, the report said China’s leadership can have

challenges.

a dramatic impact on the quality of life for its expected
billion urban citizens.

Policy Options for China’s future
Policy choices made at national and local levels can
significantly alter the shape of China’s urbanization.
MGI concluded that contrary to conventional wisdom
among outside observers, decision making in China
is relatively decentralized. “Most tax revenues are
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Four urbanization scenarios – next 20
years
I was most interested in McKinsey’s four urbanization
scenarios for the next 20 years of China’s urban
development.

Under a “supercities” scenario, a small number

to expand its current subway system eight times.

of very large cities

Under distributed growth, light-rail system would

with 20 million or more peo-

ple could emerge and a “hub and spoke” scenario,
clusters of medium-sized or small cities could develop

need to grow 300 times.”

around larger ones.

The report even states that although supercities

Two other quite different scenarios involve patterns

enforcement of measures to regulate pollution is more

of dispersed growth. Under a “distributed growth”

widespread and effective in larger cities.

scenario, a larger number of cities with populations
of 1.5 million to 5 million would spread throughout
China. In a “townization” scenario, many smaller
cities – with populations of 500,000 to 1.5 million

face extremely serious peak pollution problems,

Lastly, it concludes that talent is more likely to
congregate to larger cities that will be the centers of
economic growth.

would emerge.

What China’s policy makers will do?
Large concentrated cities performing
more effectively
For various historical and local reasons, large
concentrated cities in China perform more effectively
than smaller cities. “Concentrated growth would have
many positive economic implications linked to higher
productivity and efficiency.”
Supercities and hub-and-spoke scenarios would
produce up to 20 per cent higher GDP per capital and
result in more efficient energy use. “Energy productivity
would be 20 per cent higher in concentrated urbanization models, although hub-and-spoke would result
in the highest energy use.”
Concentrated urbanization models would also produce
lower arable land-loss rates. “It will reduce arable land
loss to only 7 to 8 per cent of current totals.”
They would also result in more efficient mass-transit
usage. “In a supercities scenario, China would have

“National policy makers can shift China toward
concentrated urbanization.”
To encourage large concentrated cities’ developments,
MGI said China will enact tighter land acquisition
restrictions that will slow the growth of less-developed
urban centers. “Most of them depend on land sales
to fund urban development.”
At the same preferential land policies will give
more freedom for larger cities to maneuver and grow
toward concentrated urbanization. “However, China
must monitor cities carefully to ensure preferential
policies are not abused and lead to unmitigated urban
sprawl.”
C h i n a ’s C e n t ra l g o v e r n m e n t h a s o p t i o n s t o
determine local city autonomy levels that could
encourage urbanization outcomes. “It could grant more
cities municipality status and give them more freedom
to establish development policies. (Chongqing recently
received municipality status)
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During the next two decades, transport and network

Three other critical factors also favored cities. Large

infrastructure patterns will play greater growth-

cities attract the most talent. “Shanghai’s access to

distribution and urbanization roles. “Governments can

100,000 graduates from 60 institutions of higher

develop highway grids or road systems focused on

learning each year and 28 per cent of Shanghai’s labor

megacities and/or hubs.”

force has a college education – double a decade ago.”

Strategic placement of heavy infrastructure such as

Shanghai, MGI said also has a half a million expats.

refineries and ports, and the development of national

Large cities attract more investment especially foreign

education institutions will also make big regional

direct investment.

economic development differences.

City networks also stimulate economic growth. “Large

China’s current system, however, explicitly promotes

cities are always at the center of a cluster of smaller

city-level GDP growth, and favors distributed growth in

cities. Within China, Shanghai and the Yangtze River

particular and disbursed growth in general. “Changes

Delta is arguably the best example of an efficient

to today’s incentives framework will be difficult.”

hub-and-spoke model. The City in the middle of a very
close knit cluster of economic centers on the delta,

Advantages of China’s scale –
the Shanghai case
Currently, China’s cities are managed under four
specific jurisdictions. Some of the largest including
Shanghai are directly controlled municipalities under
the Central Government. The other cities are
administered as provincially controlled sub-provincial
cities, prefectural-level cities, and county-level cities.
China’s big cities are economically powerful. Of China’s
858 official and unofficial cities, MGI said 14 cities with
populations of five million or more accounted for 33
per cent of China’s GDP in 2007. “History, location,
economies of scale and broad preferences granted by
the Central Government (including Special Economic
Zone status) have contributed to their success.”
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drives growth in the entire region.”

China’s urban productivity agenda –
four major planks
MGI cites that China has four major planks to optimize
its urban productivity agenda.

1. Plan for integrated dense development
As stated earlier, one of China’s key urbanization
success ingredients that distinguishes it from other
countries such as India has been its cities’ freedom to
acquire land and sell it for redevelopment.
Without these revenues, China’s urbanization would
not have been as rapid. “Land purchases and their

However, to reap higher energy productivity’s full
benefits, China must develop standards and incentive
programs that are backed by rigorous national level
monitoring and enforcement. At the same time, local
level policy and implementation are as critically
important.
3. Investing in labor and skills development

subsequent sales have allowed China’s cities to be

In addition to guaranteeing sufficient labor supply,

proactive in funding and building infrastructure.”

China’s cities, the report said must improve labor

“China’s built-up land increased 150 per cent in the past
15 years and acquired-land sales accounted for ten to
50 per cent of local government revenues.”
However, aggressive land acquisitions have often
caused rapid

urban sprawl and depletion of arable

land. To achieve dense development, cities need
comprehensive strategic land-development plan
frameworks that optimize effective transportation
infrastructure networks and strategic urban land

quality to maximize economic output and support
a gradual shift to value-added economic activities.
For instance, rather than the number of graduates
produced, overall quality should be targeted.
Labor productivity can also be measured by developing
and implementing standardized systems.
4. Enhancing public sector productivity
MGI said a rigorous program to enhance public

planning.

sector productivity would provide China short-term

2. Manage demand-for and not just supply-of

this objective however, the government should

resources

develop greater clarity around goals, accountabilities

MGI said China’s could be more effectively urbanized if

opportunities with significant impact. To achieve

and measurement processes.

cities could manage demand-for resources rather than

For instance, in the heath-care area, it could promote

simply focusing on building the supply infrastructure

more utilization of its primary health care programs

needed to keep pace with demand. For instance a plan

that are currently at a 50 per cent utilization rate.

to boost energy productivity will reduce the demand
for electricity.

China could also do much to improve capital expenditure
efficiencies that often result from overoptimistic
price or demand projections, improper designs or failure
to consider competition.
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How China has become global player
China’s market-authoritarian development model that
has produced two-decades of double-digit economic
growth has increasingly challenged free-market
liberal-democratic thoughts.
Beginning in the early 1990s, the Washington Consensus
advocating orthodox market-liberalization measures
and democratic governments was viewed as the only
way developing countries could achieve successful
economic development.
Private-sector multinational companies, financial
institutions and the US government actively promoted
market liberalization, democracy and human rights
as successful-development prerequisites and more
importantly for obtaining International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and World Bank (WB) assistance.
During the 1997 Asian crisis, the IMF and WB
attached these liberalization measures to emergency
loans granted to Thailand and Korea and eventually
generated a backlash that was virtually unperceived
in Washington.

2

The Beijing Consensus
China’s remarkable successful development model
that selectively adopted market-economy principles
while disregarding democracy and human rights was
named the “Beijing Consensus” by American economist,
Joshua Ramo Cooper.
“It has attracted many countries as a viable development model,” he said.
The Beijing Consensus, Ramo said has also permitted
many developing countries to take their place in the
global chessboard through a willingness to innovate,
and by taking into account quality of life as well as
economic growth.3

2

Fukuyama, Francis, “After the Neocons”, Yale University Press, 2006, pages 109 to 110.

3

Gresh, Alain, “The World Turned Upside Down”, Understanding the Beijing Consensus.
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While shunning democratic governments, they must,
however, provide enough equality to avoid unrest;
and value independence and self-determination by
refusing to let others (western) powers impose their
will, he said.
French political commentator, Alain Gresh said that
for the first time since decolonization, the countries
of the “South” are able to follow their own political
direction, and find partners, states and businesses not
aligned with the US vision. New relationships such as
the China-Africa summit or BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India
and China) are being forged.
“Countries can plan their own development without
having to accept the unfavorable terms of the old
“Washington Consensus.”
Moreover, few developing countries enjoyed continual
human rights’ hectoring from US Secretaries of State

While working at the World Bank, Williamson originally
compiled the list as a framework for understanding
Latin America’s chronically disastrous debt workouts.4
Williamson designed the list of solutions to help these
countries that were continually driven into pathological
cycles of crises through heavy foreign borrowing and
lack of fiscal discipline.5
His economic policy measures initially broke the
cycle. Through a painful series of adjustments countries
like Mexico, Brazil and Argentina managed by the
early 1990s, to stablilize their economies. However, by
the mid-1990s many countries such as Argentina that
had religiously followed the Washington Consensus
found themselves in crises again.
In Asia, Thailand and South Korea also succumbed
to implementing market-liberalization measures, after
the US government and major multinational private

each time disturbances occurred on their home fronts.

sectors financial organizations pressured them to

Washington Consensus – historical
perspective

When the Asian crisis hit Thailand in 1997 and 1998,

liberalize capital markets in the early 1990s.

many countries were also devastated by sudden
withdrawals of foreign short-term investments that

In the 1990s, economist John Williamson initially laid

capital-market liberalization had encouraged.

out the Washington Consensus with a broad-based
ten-point program. It included everything from fiscal-

In hindsight, most independent observers agreed that

discipline to deregulation, openness to foreign direct

1990s capital-account liberalization measures were

investment (FDI) and competitive exchange rates.

implemented before regulatory systems were in place

4
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5
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to protect them from sudden massive short-term
foreign investment withdrawals that squeezed liquidity
and produced undue hardship.

Washington Consensus – 10 broad
recommendations 6
Williamson’s ten broad recommendations that formed

7.

Liberalization of inward foreign direct investment;

8.

Privatization of state enterprises;

9.

Deregulation – abolition of regulations that impede
market entry or restrict competition, except for those
justified on safety, environmental and consumer
protection grounds, and prudent oversight of financial
institutions;

the Washington Consensus included the following:
10. Legal security for property rights
1.

Fiscal policy discipline

2.

Redirection of public spending from subsidies
(“especially indiscriminate subsidies”) toward

Washington Consensus – never a suitable test for most countries

broad-based provision of key pro-growth, pro-poor
services like primary education, primary health care

3.

and infrastructure investment;

According to Ramo, Williamson was “shocked to

Tax reform – broadening the tax base and adopting

Latin America economies, being applied globally

moderate marginal tax rates;

in the 1990s in places as diverse as Indonesia and

see his list that was devised specifically for troubled

Kazakhstan”.7
4.

Interest rates that are market-determined and
positive (but moderate) in real terms;

Williamson’s list seemed sexy and useful at the time
because it was a perfect guide to make an economy

5.

Competitive exchange rates;

6.

Trade liberalization – liberalization of imports, with
particular emphasis on elimination of quantitative
restrictions (licensing, etc.); any trade protection

attractive to foreign capital. “It was exactly what it was
written to be, a banker’s list of dream conditions for
development and it had little to do with directly improving people’s lives.”

to be provided by low and relatively uniform tariffs;

6

Williamson, John, “What Washington Means by Policy Reform” in: “Latin American Readjustment: How Much

7
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Moreover, the two countries which most pointedly
ignored the Consensus, India and China experienced
tremendous economic growth records, while
Washington Consensus diehards like Argentina and
Indonesia paid heavy social and fiscal bills and their
citizens endured severe hardship.

Beijing Consensus – new analysis
perspective
The Beijing Consensus’s most notable aspect, Ramos
said is not its departure from Washington Consensus
Nevertheless, Ramo admitted that if the US – promoted

values. It analyses the problem from a different per-

marketed liberalization policies had produced

spective – the individual.

consistently positive results, there might have been
a greater acceptance of this form of “benevolent
hegemony”.

8

However, when countries such as Argentina that
thought they were following American advice
found themselves again in serious economic crisis,
“neoliberalism” was generally discredited across Latin
America and resulted in the rise of a new generation
of leftist leaders in the region.9 “At the end of the day,
the model failed a basic test of suitability for most

“Beijing’s approach is not driven by a desire to make
bankers happy, but by the more fundamental urge for
equitable, high-quality growth.”
As a result, the Beijing Consensus has gradually
replaced the Washington Consensus, especially in
developing countries. The Washington Consensus was
“an economic theory made famous in the 1990s for
its prescriptive Washington-knows-best approach to
telling other nations how to run themselves.”

countries.”
“The Washington Consensus was a hallmark of
end-of-history arrogance; it left a trail of destroyed
economies and bad feelings around the globe,” said
Ramo.

Rejects key market-liberalization
elements
To achieve equitable, high-quality growth, Ramo said
the Beijing Consensus rejects several key Washington
Consensus market-liberalization concepts.

8
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9
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For instance, it approaches privatization and freetrade with caution rather than by pursuing them
with zeal as demanded by Washington’s neo-liberal

Willingness to innovate and
experiment

leaders. The country, he said is also defined by a ruthless

China’s establishment of its first Special Economic

willingness to innovate and experiment to test new

Zones (SEZ), Shenzhen and Zhuhai are prime examples

ideas such as highly successful Special Economic Zones

of then leader, Deng Xiaoping’s willingness to develop

in Shenzhen and Zhuhai.

and execute innovative development strategies to

The Beijing Consensus also deems that a country’s
foreign policy should be driven by a lively defence of its

achieve economic growth even though he lacked
universal consensus from senior Politburo officials.10

national borders and interests. For China, Taiwan and

In “What Does China Think”, historian Mark Leonard

Tibet are prime examples.

said the SEZ’s were an example of China’s strategy to

To ensure that the country maintains its global influence against the remaining superpower, Ramo said

create a “new line of modernity, rather than importing
theories wholesale from abroad.”

China has increased its participation in multinational

Shenzhen success, he said was based on its reliance on

institutions such as the United Nations, which it hopes

exports rather than domestic consumption to fuel

will pin the US down.

growth. “Because of the commodification of labor,

“Together these policies have allowed China to
grow without surrendering its independence to such
financial institutions as the World Bank and IMF,
global companies or the Bush administration.”
The Beijing Consensus also addresses social change.
“Economics and governance are used to improve
society, an original goal of development economics that
somehow got lost in the Washington Consensus-driven
1990s.”

the coastal regions could suck in endless numbers
of workers from the country side in order to depress
urban salaries.”

Dual track transformation system
Shenzhen was basically a two-track system of
development that allowed China to experiment with
developing market liberalization. The two-track
system kept the old state-owned system in place
in the rest of the country, and allowed the SEZs to
develop a privately-owned exports system.

10
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“China’s model of special economic zones, which

strength to withstand the trials of the last fifty years,

jammed innovation into hide-bound parts of the

currently see their country developing.

country, has been copied around the world as a way to
both offset the power of globalization while taking

“One Asian head-of-state told me recently that

advantage of new ideas.”

Chinese scholars who had come to study his country’s

The Beijing Consensus, Ramo said also allowed China

stay in power the party must be close to the people.”

11

to create an environment where testing and failure is
acceptable. Perhaps more importantly, it also involved
the development of a new compact between citizens

democratic system had come away with one lesson: to

The goal of this new citizenship and governance
view, Leonard said is to liberate millions of Chinese to

and government.

work, plan and self-organize while still keeping China’s

“It has involved trying, not always with success,

the Party in power.

to give more power to individuals, so they can
speak up when change happens too fast and so they
can take the responsibility for change into their own
hands. It’s a bit strange at first to think of the current
Chinese revolution as one founded in any way on the
individual.”

Citizenship vs individuality
The Beijing Consensus’s successful development,
Leonard said is best understood by framing the
issues in terms of citizenship rather than individuality.
“China, after all, is a famously collective society,
a place where individualism is ranked behind a long list
of social and family obligations.”

massive, turbulent society glued together and keep

“Party officials have carefully studied the fall of
one-party powers like Mexico’s PRI and Taiwan’s KMT.
This is sensible, pragmatic politics.”
The development of China’s Beijing Consensus, he
said revolves around creating an environment where
bottom-up development can succeed is far more
important. “It suggests both the value and the
possibility of combining the virtues of self-organizing
market chaos with sensible, evolving constraints.”

Intoxicating recipe – China’s soft power
Leading political commentators, Ramo, Gresh, Leonard
and Harvard Professor Niall Ferguson all agree that

Individualism, he said has a home in Chinese
thinking and explains a great deal about how modern
Chinese elites, many self-made men and women who
relied on individual moral, intellectual and physical
11

the Beijing Consensus recipe has become quite
intoxicating, for many different types of countries
including South Africa and Iran.

Ramo, ibid.
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Many countries especially in Africa are developing

For decades prior to 1997, everyone assumed that

their own SEZs with Chinese technological advice.

poor countries could only become rich by “borrowing”

They hope to develop market economies in specially

capital from rich countries. These policies, he said

designated areas and avoid disrupting current political

resulted in recurring debt and currency crises

governance.

associated with sudden withdrawals of western

According to Ramo, few people have picked up on

money such as in Thailand (1997).

this excitement because they have traditionally

Since 1997, developing Asian countries inspired

measured China’s power simply by comparing its

by China have changed their behavior. “Instead of

economic and military strength with that of the US and

borrowing from western banks to finance industrial

its western allies. They merely measured China’s hard

development, China started insisting on direct foreign

power and have missed out on the “extraordinary rise

capital investment.”

of its soft power.”

China convinced foreigners to build factories in

With the Beijing Consensus’s acceptance and success,

Chinese SEZs. “These assets could not be easily

China’s growing “soft power” has given it the ability to

withdrawn during a crisis.”

use its ideas and values to shape the world.

The crucial point, Ferguson said was that the bulk

Ferguson said that China’s willingness to go its own

of Chinese investment is financed from China’s own

way and develop the successful Beijing Consensus

savings. “Chinese corporations save a big portion of

has shaped the development of post 1997 Asian Crisis

profits.”

strategies that drove Asia’s speedy recovery. Many
developing countries throughout the world are
now viewing its development policies as an ideal
Washington Consensus alternative.

12

Changed emerging markets behavior
Influenced by China and the Beijing Consensus,

With growing acceptance of the Beijing Consensus,
Leonard said China has joined the US and Europe as a
shaper of world order. “Its huge size means that other
economies and nations connected to its, from America
to Zimbabwe will need to reformat their own systems
to cope with China’s new ideas about economic
development, political reform and world order.

Ferguson said Asian countries successfully navigated
the 2008 US sub-prime-induced global economic
crisis.
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Democracy’s role – Yellow River
Capitalism

No quick convergence toward
democracy

In his best seller, “In the Jaws of the Dragon – America’s

Historian Leonard said that the promise of rapid growth

fate in the coming era of Chinese domination,”

while maintaining state control is turning China’s

Eamonn Fingleton said that current western ideology

“Yellow River Capitalism” into a beacon for developing

still believes that a future “rich” China will be a free

governments around the world.

one. “They believe that the only way China can
continue growing is by embracing Western democracy

At the same time however, many Yellow River

and capitalism.”

Capitalism proponents believe that democracy equals

These people, he said believe that process of

problems today. Democracy, they added would

enriching China will be serving to undermine Beijing

actually make things worse.

government’s authoritarianism. “As China reforms
its economy, their leaders will find out once freedom
doors open, it cannot be closed,” he quotes President
George W Bush in 2005.
Washington’s view, Fingleton said implicitly flatters
western culture and promotes the premise that
western philosophy constitutes universal truth.
“Those who espouse it loudly (also) claim they occupy
the moral high ground,” he said.
Any skeptics are made to feel either they do not fully
comprehend the perfection and universal salience of
Western values or they are denying Chinese people’s
essential humanity.
Meanwhile, China’s leadership Fingleton said

chaos. Elections, they say will not solve any of China’s

“The more voters, politicians want to reach, the more
money they need.”
Moreover, they argue that political reform should
flow from resolving social problems rather than from
universal or Western principles. Leonard said
democracy conjures up three of the most painful
images in the Chinese psyche:
1. Collapse of the Soviet Union which followed
Gorbachev’s liberalization
2. The so-called people’s democracy of China’s Cultural
Revolution
3. Risk of an independent Taiwan

understands a different proposition – China’s future
can be both rich and authoritarian.
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Authoritarian regimes can deliver
economic growth

Pan said democracy may create governments but

China, Leonard said has already changed globalization

them.”

debate terms by proving that authoritarian regimes

the rule of law regulates them. “Democracy is about
making laws, but the rule of law is about enforcing

can deliver economic growth.

Democracy’s power-base, Pan said lies in the officials

“In the future its model of deliberative dictatorship

and presidents but the rule-of-law’s power comes from

could prove that one party states can deliver stability

people who are deliberately not elected – independent

as well.”

civil servants, judges and auditors.

Pan Wei a leading Beijing University political thinker

Democracy he said draws legitimacy from populism,

told Leonard that China’s goal should initially focus on

including elections and parliamentary votes while the

discovering the optimal route to prosperity or political

rule-of-law legitimacy comes from entrance exams,

stability rather than democracy.

performance and evaluations.

Elections, he said will not fix any of China’s main

“The former is ruled by majority and the latter is ruled

problems including the rise in protests, the gap

by meritocracy.”

between the rich and poor, near bankruptcy of the
rural economy and pervasive corruption of the
political elite.

Demythologizing democracy
Pan berates Westerners for misunderstanding their
own systems. He says they assume their countries
are stable and prosperous because of democracy.
“They are confusing the benefits they get from
democracy with those they get from the rule of law.”
Democracy and rule of law, he said do not need to
go together because in reality, they are always in
conflict with one another. “Democracy is about giving
power to the people but rule of law about putting limits
on power.”
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that are voted in – parliamentarians, prime ministers

The West, Pan said can enjoy democracy and the
rule-of-law because it has reached a level of material
wealth and modernity that allows the two of live sideby-side, balancing each other in permanent tension.
“Developing countries don’t have that luxury. They
have to choose one or the other.” .
Pan argues that democracy’s premature introduction
undermines the rule-of-law and modernization. “It
forces leaders to pander to popular sentiment rather
than implementing painful reforms necessary for the
long-term.”

Nature of power - political culture

Governments in the West are also different because
the State is essentially viewed as an artificial construct

In his best-seller “When China Rules the World – the

and primarily seen as an external institution that

rise of the Middle Kingdom and the end of the western

people must hold accountable. It is also viewed with

World,” Martin Jacques said that “given the weight

a certain amount of suspicion and people are always

of its history, it is inconceivable that Chinese politics

seeking to define, limit and constrain its power.

will come to resemble those of the West.”
For the Chinese and other Confucian societies,
According to Jacques, we are currently living in an era

Jacques said the State is viewed as a natural and

of contested modernity and the debate over values

intrinsic part of society with a wider common-purpose

is rooted in culture rather than ideology. The nature

and well-being. “Like the family the State is subject

of power, he said has always be viewed differently in

to neither codification nor constraint.”

Western and East Asian societies.
“For developing countries, ability to develop economic
East Asian cultures, Jacques said stresses group

growth, maintain ethnic harmony (in case of multi-

identity over individual accomplishments. “Through a

ethnic societies), limiting corruption, sustaining order

group, an individual finds affirmation and recognition,

and stability are equally if not rather more, important

security and meaning.”

considerations than democracy.”

This phenomena poses a tremendous dilemma to the

The political structure is seen as synonymous with

West because it has become accustomed to thinking

social order and the overall objective is developing

that its own values (such as human rights, democracy

a harmonious and balanced society.

and free speech) are the norm and “regards itself
as justified in imposing these on other countries
and insisting they be accepted by international communities.”
At the same time, Confucian societies such as China
require their governments to stress unity, stability
and continuity, cohesion and solidarity. “Governments
are more concerned with their own well-being, selfmaintenance and self-preservation. Argued in a
domestic context, political rights should not take
priority over economic and social rights.”
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Developing countries want place in the
sun
Alain Gresh said that the decades of the Washington
Consensus and its imposition of a liberal model are
over. “States, which have, despite prediction, survived
the onslaught of globalization, all want their place in
the sun.”

13

China, India, Russia and Brazil he said are asserting
their global ambitions and reject an international
order that marginalizes them. “Other countries from
Iran to South Africa, Israel, Mexico and Indonesia, have
more limited ambitions, but still defend their interests.”
None of these, he said is driven by global ideology,
as the Soviet Union was and none is setting itself up
as an alternative model. “All have more or less accepted
the market economy but none would compromise its
national interests.”

Everything comes in cycles
Despite the Beijing Consensus’s ascendancy, few
Chinese scholars will view the current phenomenon as
permanent. After-all, Taoist-influenced Chinese culture
believes that nothing is permanent and everything
occurs in cycles.

13
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CHAPTER

07

Family businesses – foundation for
Asia’
s future success
Asian family-businesses have survived through wars

They also realized that it was increasingly important

and multiple crises because they continually adapt

to align their human capital infrastructures with

to changing environments.

their new business strategies if they wanted to success-

To successfully win in a highly competitive internet-

fully recruit and maintain these top-level managers.

driven globalized world many of them have been

“These top-level managers need global-standard

required to drastically evolve their human capital

human capital platforms to optimize their talents in

infrastructures.

the current global business environment. Human

As Asia began recovering from its devastating 1997
financial crisis, many business leaders began telling

capital infrastructures and business strategies must
be in complete alignment.”

me that they must begin adapting global business

During this period, in many cases I was also forced

practices to local cultural and business environments

to inform many family business owners that some

if they wanted to continue competing successfully.

top-level multinational company managers would not

In May 2003, I told The Nation that several of my
Thai family-owned company clients, particularly those
that acquired foreign joint-venture partners during
the 1997 economic crisis were jump-starting their
businesses’ globalization by parachuting in top-level

accept positions with a family-controlled business
unless they believed current owners would be making
significant changes to the company’s human capital
infrastructure and most importantly, its corporate
culture.

multinational-trained managers.
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Dynamic multinational HR
infrastructures
Although top-down command-and-control structures
have long been the standard for family-owned
companies everywhere, Asia’s new globally competitive
companies were now beginning to adopt dynamic
human capital infrastructures which had been
developed for multinational companies to drive business.
“The mantra is developing infrastructures which allow
managers to mobilise and drive everyone in the
company toward the company’s business goals.”

Within the five key categories, detailed sub-categories

Many old-line family companies at that time were held

addressing a company’s specific and unique needs

back by a top-down command-and-control psyche

were also developed and implemented.

within their firms. “No one would do anything unless
the boss said yes.”

Install new HR systems
During this initial period, many family-owned
companies began installing new HR systems to ensure
their human capital infrastructures were on stable
foundations.
These new global-class HR systems generally
encompassed detailed processes and plans that were
able to profile, career plan, match, evaluate and
appraise all employees performance.
“An effectively-functioning HR system requires all these
elements.”
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For instance, in the profiling area, key performance
indicators were developed for everyone in the company.
“These are tied directly to the company’s business plans
and goals.”
Competencies and organization structures were also
identified and developed in the profiling area.
Manpower, career and succession issues were
developed in the planning element of human capital
development. “Questions such as recruitment,
personality assessment and employee retention are
developed in the matching area,” he said.
To ensure that everyone’s performance was objectively
evaluated, global-standard HR systems also required
appraisals and evaluations.

“Appraisals address such issues as learning and

In late 2004, I began hearing from my most successful

development and performance while the evaluations

clients that Thai companies were fast escaping the

address issues such as compensation, benefits and

survival and restructuring mode.

performance.”

Many of these companies were now actively contemplat-

Specifically, the company’s business plan was initially

ing what organization changes must be implemented to

used as a basis for developing employee job profiles

attract top-level operational managers, with MNC skills,

into action plans. “The moment a company creates

that could scale business growth.

job profiles, it has begun creating performance
management.”

“All Thai companies want to ensure that they can

At this time, many of my clients said that job profiles

operating structures that will allow them to successfully

were normally created by finding out employee goals.

compete with anyone in the world.”

continue developing global-class processes and

“By comparing the standard to what you think they
should achieve to what they think they can achieve,
you’ve identified any gaps.”
The objective was to ensure that employees at all
levels were motivated and rewarded when their efforts

Adjusting corporate cultures and
working environments
I advised numerous clients that they should begin

drove the company toward its business objectives.

undertaking minor infrastructure adjustments and

“Everyone knows what they must do and they know

cultures and working environments if they hoped to

what the company expects of them.”

attract and retain these seasoned MNC-experienced

slight modifications to their traditional corporate

professionals.
These new global-standard infrastructures compelled
individuals in companies to make decisions and drive

“Although compensation is an important element

the company toward its business goals.

that attracts top-level professionals, a company’s
operational infrastructure, work environment and

Family companies become global
competitors
After the initial stages, these nascent HR infrastructures were further honed to attract top-managers that
could drive Asian family-owned companies to win in
global markets.

culture are equally as important.”
During this times, when we asked MNC-experienced
professionals to explore opportunities with large
local companies, they usually wanted to reassure
themselves that the company’s corporate culture and
operating environments would allow them to optimize
their management skills.
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“They are usually concerned about the company’s
decision-making processes. Many large local companies
are known for slow and bureaucratic decision-making
processes,” I said in an interview.
Some had already begun adapting their infrastructures and corporate cultures so they could attract and
retain the country’s top professional managers. “Every
company now strives to be the employer of choice in
its specific industry – then they can ensure that they
will attract the best people.”
These companies were continuously merging best
Western management practices with Asia’s unique
culturally influenced business environment.
“Our people also helped these companies recognize
and bridge the gaps between Western management

Evolving executive attitudes

practices and the unique requirements of Asian

The 1997 economic crisis severely affected how many

companies.”

Thai management professionals viewed their jobs.

We learned that the key to successfully developing
global management practices in Asia and particularly

“Pre-crisis, they really weren’t interested in exploring
new opportunities.”

in Thailand was knowing how to combine pragmatic,

By 2004 and 2005, most Thai management profession-

analytical-based Western business strategies with

als began exploring new opportunities. The crisis made

holistic Asian practices that emphasize balance and

them realize that a “company for life” was no longer

harmony.

the paradigm.

“Successful Asian companies of the future will be those

More and more MNC-experienced management

that can efficiently and effectively meld the best of

professionals in their early 40s began exploring

both worlds.”

opportunities with large local companies. These
professionals, suddenly realized they could use their
MNC-experiences and proven track records to bring
real change to local companies.
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They just needed reassurance that the local company’s
corporate culture and perhaps most importantly its
leadership will support their efforts to effect change.
Today, Thailand and most of Asia has developed a
strong core of top professional managers, trained
locally and overseas by major multinational companies,
that are helping major Asian family-owned compete
successfully globally.
In fact, many of these managers realized that large
local family-owned companies may be where they could
maximize their potential.

Whither the expat manager

Just prior to the eruption of the economic crisis in

For decades, foreign MNCs brought in cohorts of

many expatriates, back to their home countries. “Many

foreign expatriates managers to run their overseas

of you in this room undoubtedly remember the rash

operations.

of going-away parties here in Bangkok, at the end of

1997, some MNC for cost reasons began relocating

1996.”
However, as Asia’s economy’s developed during
the past decade, a local contingent of top-level

Of course, in isolated cases some MNCs sent in

managers has been developed. Moreover, with

expatriates for short-term special assignments.

increasing incomes, more and more local managers

However, now more than ever, the drive for localization,

have been educated overseas and have garnered

is even, more acute.

extensive experience outside of their own countries.

Moreover senior expatriate business executives in

In 2005, I told a seminar that in the current

Thailand began experiencing serious competition from

globalization era, we must assume that most MNC

younger well-trained local professionals. Their plight

companies have long-term goals to localize senior

was further exacerbated by survival cost-costing

management. In Thailand, we may have been at

regimes implemented by many MNCs that were

the forefront of this inevitable march toward placing

uncertain of imminent economic recovery.

local nationals in leadership roles.
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Crisis and opportunity

realized that many local professional found it very
difficult to execute an organization’s streamlining

Even for expatriate managers, many of whom had

and downsizing policies.

families and were settled in Thailand, I began to
realize that every crisis has opportunities.

Local managers often feared that if they let anyone
in the organization go, they would be adversely

After discussions with several local family-owned

affected because of the Thai culture’s extensive

company clients, I was convinced that skilled senior

social networks. In most of these situations, our clients

expatriate executives, both in Thailand and through-

required experienced senior expatriate executives to

out the region still had many opportunities.

help the new combined entities build new operating

Many mortally wounded local companies in the region

platforms and infrastructures.

that were recapitalized by large foreign strategic

Many expatriate managers began using the down-

investors had significant management roles for

sizing induced crisis to explore these new previous

experienced expatriate managers.

unavailable opportunities.

In particular, they needed experienced expatriate
managers that could help their newly combinedentities transform their businesses into multinationalstandard operating platforms.
During the next several years, I was able to placed
many senior expatriate executives into such companies
in Thailand.
In one special situation, the newly re-constituted
entity required a seasoned, experienced, senior
executive, who had the experience and skills to
satisfy the rigid demands of international capital
markets. This expatriate senior executive received a
first-year seven-figure, pay packet – in US dollars!
Many other companies specifically asked for experienced
senior expatriate executives in special turnaroundsituations. These companies had pragmatically
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Joining large local companies
Many others also began considering joining large
local companies as an option. Prior to the globalization
era, this option was not readily available.
By the mid 2000s, the Thai economy had recovered
significantly and some statistics showed that more
than a thousand local Thai companies with annual
revenues ranging from a million US dollars to more
than a billion US dollars.
Moreover, the owners of the larger Thai companies
were looking at how best to address global competitive
and business issues and many companies were led
by Western-educated second and third generation
family-member shareholders, who were comfortable
working with expats.

In addition, a few well-run companies had not been

Building sustainable growth

adversely affected by the financial crisis, and were in
a great position to dominate in certain global markets.

As Thai companies became highly profitable, they
continued seeking ways to sustain growth by upgrading

Some company leaders began telling me that they

their management and operational infrastructures.

needed expatriate value-added expertise to help drive

Acquiring, and more importantly, keeping the best

their companies to that next competitive level.

talent became viewed as a critical ingredient for
building a sustainable and profitable business.

Quick realization – most business
cultures not that different
During this tumultuous period, some expatriate
managers argued that they would never join Thai
family companies because decisions are always made
by the top man. Others said Thai companies are
infested with too much internal politics.
I countered by asking if any of them had worked in

“Most companies are now saying they must further
professionalize their operations,” I told The Nation
in 2005.
After decades of establishing strong bases in Asia,
many local family companies were building globallycompetitive

businesses and realized they must be

able to attract and then retain top management
talent.

global multinational corporations, where no politics
ever influenced decision-making?

Appropriate internal corporate culture

The dynamics within multinational and local Thai

A key infrastructure ingredient for attracting top

conglomerates, I realized were very similar. Skilled,

senior management is an appropriate internal corporate

senior expatriate executives, who had thrived in

culture. “Top professional business leaders thrive best

multinational organizations, could survive and thrive

in high-performance, meritocratic organizations.”

in local Thai companies.
Everyone could see clearly that many large,
The most successful expat managers quickly identified

family-controlled companies were gradually evolving

their own core competencies and many Thai compa-

into professionally-run organizations and were

nies needed their expertise.

constantly wrestling with combining best Western

“All companies are looking for good people who can
create value for them.”

management practices with Asia’s unique culturally
influenced business environment.
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Family is business and business is
family
Anyone working for Asian businesses must understand
that in most cases, the Asia family business stakeholder structure is in most cases much more complex
than its Western counterpart.
A major reason for the difference is the family’s
inherent influence in Asian cultures. “Family is business
and business is family”.
In most large Western companies, stakeholders are
limited to their shareholders, management team,
employees, communities and customers. However, in
Asian companies, family relationships strongly influence
stakeholders’ interactions.
“Stakeholders in Asian companies may simultaneously belong to several stakeholder groups, each
representing a diverse range of often-competing
interests.”
For example, a family company’s management team
may include executives in key functions throughout
the company.
These executives are also share-holder/stakeholders.
“These managers/shareholders’ interests in the
company may have resulted from marriage to the
founder’s children or grandchildren or nieces and
nephews.”
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Any successful transition from a traditional family-run
company to a professionally run company requires
identifying and dealing with each company’s unique
stakeholders’ interests before pragmatically applying
the latest Western management practices.
A CEO of an Asian family company, who may
putatively control the board and may even represent
the family bloc that controls a majority of the
company’s shares, may not be able to act similarly
to a Western company CEO because of these unique
family relationships and the need to maintain balance
and harmony.
“Thus the successful implementation of pragmatic
Western-based business processes and the building
of modern global-class business management infrastructures in many cases must be complemented
with an acute awareness of the unique internal culture
of most Asian companies,”
Today, Thailand has developed a strong core of top
senior managers, who have been trained locally and
overseas by major multinational companies, that can
help major companies compete globally.
“Many top professional business managers are now
realising that large, local family-owned companies
may indeed now be where they can best maximise
their own personal potential.”

Capitalizing on global layoffs 2009

“Large Thai public and private companies are now
fighting to get these top finance professionals on

The Thai economy was fortunate in that it remained

board,” I told The Nation in early 2009.

robust even during the US sub-prime induced global
economic crisis. Thai financial institutions weathered

In the past, these highly paid finance professionals

the global economics storm.

with as much as a decade or more of experience
working for top international banks were hesitant

However, many highly paid finance professionals

about joining large local companies.

in the region, especially in the fixed-income sector
of international financial institutions weren’t so lucky.

Many large Thai family-owned companies still believed
that globalization will continue to scale their

Over a six month period between 2008 and 2009,

companies especially when the crisis subsided.

financial institutions that sold fixed-income derivative
instruments laid off people all over the region,

“They realize that to operate successfully and

including Thailand.

sustainably in the coming decade all companies must
be able to develop efficient capital structure that will

Failed investment banks Lehman Bros and Bear

allow them to compete globally.”

Stearns, financial institutions such as Goldman Sachs,
Standard Chartered Bank, Citigroup and Deutsche

These capital structures, they said required finan-

Bank laid off many highly paid bankers in South East

cial expertise from professionals that honed their

Asia after the global economic crisis exploded in

skills with the world’s top financial institutions. “Thai

late September 2008.

companies realize that the current economic crisis
has created a “perfect storm” for them to attract

In Hong Kong, many bankers with children were

individual high level financial professional with these

sent home to the US and Europe right after Christmas

unique skills.”

and international school wait lists have dwindled down
to almost zero.

At the same time, many of these experienced finance
professionals, were finally able to get off a decade-

Here in Thailand, the redundancies of highly paid

long financial institution wage-bubble that made many

fixed-income finance professionals created a crisis in

of them “hostage” to their jobs, with work weeks

that employment sector.

that often surpassed 60 to 70 hours. “The money was

But this crisis offered a tremendous a once-in-ageneration opportunity for large local businesses to

great and many were willing to sacrifice their quality
of life.”

hire much-needed finance professionals.
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The 2008 global economic crisis forced many of them

Optimizing business opportunities

to rethink their futures. “Many firmly believe that
the Thai economy is on the cusp of being one of the

Family-owned businesses inevitably must decide

region’s most dynamic economies.”

whether to bring-in outside investors to help scale their
already-thriving enterprises.

Many of them were willing to get on board now and
reap the benefits by helping Thai companies become

A recent study by Harvard professor Noam Wasserman

global players.”

indicates that many entrepreneurial business owners
want to make a lot of money and also run the show.

Furthermore, they also realized that many Thai
companies had strengthened their corporate

In his Harvard Business Review article, “Founder’s

governance and risk-management operations as a

dilemma”, Professor Naom Wasserman’s research

result of the 1997 Asian crisis and had much more

shows that in America it was difficult for entre-

sustainable operating platforms that closely followed

preneurial business owner to make a lot of money

international standards.

and also run their own show.

“Top finance company professionals were now

“Between making money and managing their

attracted because they saw see that many companies

ventures, those who don’t figure out which is more

are now adopting corporate strategies that include

important to them often end up neither wealthy nor

sustainability as a core issue.”

powerful,” he said.

These companies now had a much broader

This dilemma eventually must be addressed by most

understanding of the industrial system in which they

business owners especially of family-businesses in

operate, including a broad range of relevant factor,

Asia.

trends, forces and interactions.
“Thai companies are now willing to pay for high quality
people with a deep system-based understanding of
how the global economy, environment, society and
geopolitics interact and affect organizations.”
Perhaps, just as importantly, many Thai companies
were now in a position where they can accommodate
these professionals’ compensation and lifestyle
requirements.
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All want to be Bill Gates and Philip
Knight
Every would-be entrepreneur, Wasserman said want
to be a Bill Gates, a Philip Knight or an Anita Roddick
each of whom founded a large company and ran them
for many years. “However, successful CEO-cumfounders are a rare breed,” he said.

Wasserman said that founders must be honest about
their motives for getting into business. Are they in
business to build and rule over an empire (the king
option) or are they in it to make boatloads of money
(the rich option)?
The rich options, he said enable businesses to become
more valuable but it sidelines many founders by taking
away the CEO position and control over major
decisions.
The king options allow founders to retain decisionmaking control by allowing them to stay as CEOs
and maintain Board control. “But often by building a
less valuable company,” he said.
For founders, Wasserman said rich options aren’t
necessarily better than king options or vice versa.
“What matters is how well each decision fits with
their reason for starting the company.”
Consequently, business owner entrepreneurs

To fully capitalize on their successful business

must eventually come to grips with what success

opportunities, Wasserman said entrepreneurs even-

really means to them by choosing between money

tually realize that their limited financial resources,

and power.

ability to inspire people and passion simply are not

“Founders who want to manage empires will not
believe they are successes if they lose control, even
if they end up rich and conversely, founders who
understand their goal is to amass wealth will not

enough. They end up inviting family, friends, angel
investors or venture capitalist to invest in their
businesses. “They often must give up control of the
businesses.”

view themselves as failures when they step down

Once a company’s board is in the control of others,

from their job.”

the entrepreneur’s CEO job is at risk because the
board’s task is quite straightforward. If the founder
underperforms as CEO, the Board will find someone
new.
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On the other hand if right investors are chosen,

The founder, he said hires people to build the business

the entrepreneur’s financial gains will soar. Wasser-

according to that vision and develops close relation-

man’s research showed that founders giving up more

ships with the first employees. He also creates the

equity to attract cofounders, non-founding hires and

organization culture, which is an extension of his or

investors build more valuable companies than those

her style, personality and preferences.

who with less equity.

“From the get go, employees, customers and business

“Founders end up with a more valuable slice but they

partners identify start-ups with their founder, who

have to give up most of the decision making.”

take great pride in their founder-cum-CEO status.”

Entrepreneurs are also often convinced only they can

However, founders, also often make decisions that

lead their start-up to success. “I’m the one with the

conflict with wealth-maximization principles. “Some

vision and desire to build a great company. I have to

options had the potential for generating higher

be the one running it.”

financial gains but others, which founders often

Wasserman agreed that there is a great deal of truth

chose, conflicted with the desire for money.”

to that point of view. “At the start the enterprise it’s

Wasserman’s research also showed that four out

only an idea in the mind of its founder, who possesses

of five entrepreneurs are forced to step down from

all the insights and the opportunity, about the

the CEOs post. “Most are shocked when investors

innovative product, service or business model that

insist they relinquish control. They are inevitably

will capitalize on the opportunity, and about who the

always pushed out in way they don’t like – well

potential customers are.

before they want to abdicate.”
Change in leadership can be particularly damaging
when employees loyal to the founder oppose it.
“In fact, the manner in which founders tackle the first
leadership transition often makes or breaks young
enterprises.”
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Optimizing global supply-chains
Asia’s “Winning edge” has been spotlighted by how

Harvard and MIT educated Victor Fung and his brother

its indigenous entrepreneurs successfully latched on

William – also Harvard educated – began in the 1970s

to “global supply chains” that initially relied primarily

to rejuvenate and transform their 75-year-old Hong

on the region’s low-labor costs.

Kong trading company, Li & Fung that was founded

Using their labor-cost competitive advantage, these
entrepreneurs created companies in once non-existent
industries into massive global enterprises.
At the same times, Asia’s business success and
economic growth has been largely home-or-regionallygrown by local entrepreneurs who understood how to
build huge enterprises by adapting local market and
political conditions to newly developing global supplychains.
One of the most successful of these companies was
Hong Kong’s Li & Fung, that played a big part in fuelling
Asia’s sustained growth through carefully planned
innovative “adjacency moves” – expansion away-from,
but related to their core businesses and ultimately
becoming a major part of global retail supply chains.

by their grandfather into a global conglomerate that
now accounts for $US20.2 billion in garments and
consumer goods for some of the world’s major brands.

Several billion pieces of apparel
Li & Fung now produces several billion pieces of
apparel, toys and other consumer items every year
and most surprisingly, it doesn’t own a single factory.
“The two brothers redefined the firm’s core businesses
and became fabulously successful by moving into
adjacencies,” said Chris Zook in his best-selling book
“Beyond the Core, Expand your Market.”
With University of Pennsylvania, Wharton School
professor, Jerry Wind, the two brothers published
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the best selling “Competing in a Flat World, Building

Managed via the internet

Enterprise for a Borderless World.”
The whole network orchestration process is managed
The book explains how through brilliantly–conceived

via the internet by Li & Fung. Network orchestration,

business innovations, Li & Fung successfully trans-

the authors said takes a broad view of the overall

formed their company in today’s “flat-borderless” world.

supply chain. The network orchestrator, they said

The company changed the clothing manufacturing
distribution-chain for many major retailers including
The Limited in the US.

designs the overall supply chain, drawing multiple
factories in different regions to collaborate on a single
product.
Without orchestration, many of the gains of networks

Network orchestration

and global collaboration, they said are lost because

The Fungs successfully replaced old-fashioned

the discipline of management was to the old vertically

infrastructure and huge employee bases with a fluid,
ever-changing network that can design, manufacture
and deliver almost anything anywhere. They have
literally perfected a set of operating principles that
they call “network orchestration” for their business.
For example, Li & Fung is able to deliver shirts within
30 days after an order is placed to hundreds of “The
Limited” stores scattered throughout the US. The shirts
are all tagged with prices by Li & Fung’s manufacturers
and the staff unpacks each box and displays the
shirts for sale.
An amazing element of Li & Fung’s network orchestration process is that the company sources the shirt’s
components and its manufacturing processes from
the best available suppliers that are often located in
different countries. The buttons may come from
Pakistan, the collars may be made Indonesia and the
cloth may be made in Thailand. The shirt is then
assembled elsewhere and prepared for shipping
overseas.
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the resulting supply chains are sub-optimized. “What
integrated, hierarchal firm, network orchestration is
to the company working in the flat world,” they said.
The visible drivers, of today’s globalized supply chains,
the brother said are the proliferation of personal
computers and the internet. People they said can

be connected to each other from anywhere and the
rise of work-flow software has allowed individuals to
collaborate on projects anywhere in the world.
With a lean infrastructure, each of Li & Fung’s own
employees generates more than $US1 million in sales.
The company has earned a return on equity of more
than 38 per cent for many years.
Li & Fung’s mission today, they said is to be the
premier consumer products trading company delivering
the right product, to the right place at the right time
at the right price.
All these processes meant that instead of taking two

Refined global distribution chains

weeks to be picked and packed at the distribution

Through network orchestration, Li & Fung helped The

stores would be delivered by small tricks directly to

Limited implement new processes and procedures

them on a daily basis if necessary.

center, boxes loaded with inventory for specific

that reduced inventories and delivery times. These
important cost-saving processes were passed on to

By shaving weeks off the distribution process,

the consumers.

Li & Fung created huge business implications for
The Limited. “A specific The Limited store could adjust

Because of these cost-saving processes, the company

orders on the fly – in cold weather they could order

was able to frequently used air-freight to transport

sweaters that can be delivered from Asia almost

finished-goods to the stores.

immediately,” they said.

Instead of picking and packing the products at
The Limited’s Columbus, Ohio regional distribution
center, Li & Fung arranged for the assortments to
be done at Asian factories. Bar-coding and Radio
Frequency Identification Tags (RFID) and even retail
price tags for the individual stores were also done at
the factory.

Not competing against suppliers
Leslie Wexner, The Limited’s owner, the writers said
had the ability to see the big picture. “He wasn’t
concerned about giving away the retail pricing
information because he saw that giving Li & Fung
the price tags created opportunities to make the
entire chain more efficient for everyone,” they said.
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Wexner, they said was not competing against his
suppliers. “He was competing against other retailers
with their own networks,” they said.

Principles now used everywhere
Li & Fung’s network orchestration principles are now
used by major industries throughout the world. As
global logistics and coordination have improved,
suppliers can now be virtually anywhere.
Today’s suppliers don’t have to be outside the factory
gates. “In fact, right outside the factory gates now
means anywhere on the planet,” they said.
Boeing’s new 777 jet is assembled from three million
parts from more than 900 suppliers in 17 countries
around the world. The company primarily produces

How supply chains created profitable
Asian businesses

the wings and fuselage and assembles the aircraft.

Many other Asia Pacific companies also latched onto

“Most of the planes components are outsourced

speedy and cost-effective global supply-chains to

around the world,” they said.

develop very profitable businesses.

According to the authors, everything changes in

In a seminal paper published by the Harvard

a flat world, above all what it takes to run a winning

Business Review in 2004, “The Triple-A Supply Chain,

company. “Success is less about what a company can

Hau L Lee, the Thoma Professor of Operations,

do itself and more about what it can connect to,”

Information and Technology at Stanford Graduate

they said.

School of Business said many companies throughout

Old-fashioned infrastructure and huge employee
bases are now being replaced by a fluid ever-changing
network that can design, manufacture and deliver
almost anything anywhere.

Asia have also learned that in addition to speed and
cost-effectiveness, supply chains must be agile,
adaptable and aligned.
“…companies whose supply chains became more
efficient and cost effective didn’t gain a sustainable
advantage over their rivals.”
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The supply chains of Wal-Mar, Dell and Amazon,

Lee said that even when the required merchandise

he said didn’t gain competitive edges by merely

was already in the factory stockyards, packed and

becoming more efficient. Lee’s research showed that

ready to ship, it couldn’t be moved until each container

top-performing supply chains possess three very

was full.

different qualities.”
“That “best practice” delayed shipment by a week
1. Top supply chains are agile: They react speedily to
sudden changes in demand or supply.
2. They adapt over time as market structure and
strategies evolve.
3. They align the interests of all the firms in the supply
network so that companies optimize the chain’s
performance when they maximize their interests.
Only supply chains that are agile, adaptable and
aligned, Lee said provide companies with sustainable
competitive advantages.

or more, forcing stocked-out stores to turn away
consumers.”
At the same time, when manufacturers eventually
delivered additional merchandise, excess inventory
resulted because most distributors don’t need
container-loads to satisfy the increased demand.
“To get rid of the stockpile, companies mark down those
products sooner than they had planned to.”
These best practices, Lee said forced many department stores to mark-down their merchandise at
discount prices. “These markdowns not only reduce
companies’ profits but also erode brand equity and

Perils of efficiency

anger loyal customers who bought the items at full
price in the recent past.”

High-speed, low-cost supply chains are often unable
to quickly respond to unexpected demand and supply
changes.
“Many companies have centralized manufacturing and
distribution facilities to generate scale economies,
and they deliver only container loads of products to
customers to minimize transportation times, freight
costs, and the number of deliveries.”
As a consequence, when demand for a particular brand,
pack size or assortment rises without warning, these
organizations are unable to react even if they have the
items in stock.

Fostering agility
Lee said great companies must create supply chains
that respond quickly to sudden and unexpected
market changes. “Agility is critical because in most
industries, both demand and supply fluctuate more
rapidly than they used to.”
Most supply-chains, he said cope by playing speed
against costs, but agile ones respond both quickly and
cost efficiently. On the other hand, many companies
pay a big price for disregarding agility.
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Agile supply-chains must be able to respond to shortterm demand and supply chain disruptions quickly and
smoothly by incorporating various methods including:
1. Promoting information flows with suppliers and
customers
2. Developing collaborative relationships with suppliers
3. Design for postponement
4. Building inventory buffers by maintaining stockpiles
of inexpensive but key components
5. Drawing-up contingency plans and developing crisis
management teams

H&M, Mango and Zara
That allows them, Lee said to make products that
Global retailing apparel giants H&M, Mango and Zara,

meet customers tastes and reduces the number of

Lee said used agile supply-chains to differentiate

items they must discount. “At the other end, all these

themselves and become Europe’s most profitable

companies have superefficient distribution centers.”

apparel brands by building agility into every supplychain link.

All of them use state-of-the-art sorting and materialhandling technologies to ensure distribution doesn’t

“At one end of their product pipelines, the three

bottleneck, when they must respond to demand

companies have created agile design processes. As

fluctuations.

soon as designers spot possible trends, they create
sketches and order fabrics.”

“H&M, Mango and Zara have all grown at more than
20 per cent annually since 1990 and their double-digit

These processes give them head-starts over
competitors, because fabric suppliers need the longest
lead-times. “However, the companies finalize designs
and manufacture garments only after they get reliable
data from stores.”
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net profit margins are the envy of the industry.”

Adaptable supply chains

1. Monitoring economies all over the world to spot new
supply bases and markets

Great companies Lee said don’t stick to the same
supply networks when markets or strategies change.
Such organizations keep adapting their supply-chains
so they can adjust to changing needs.
“Adaptations can be tough, but it’s critical in developing

2. Using intermediaries to develop fresh supplies and
logisitics infrastructures
3. Evaluating ultimate customers’ needs – not just
immediate customers

a supply-chain that delivers a sustainable advantage.”

4. Creating flexible product designs

Most, companies, he said don’t realize that in addition

5. Determining where company products stand in terms

to unexpected supply and demand changes, supply-

of technology cycles and product life cycles

chains also face near-permanent market changes.
“Those structural shifts usually occur because of
economic progress, political and social change,

Creating the right alignment

demographic trends and technological changes.”

Successful great companies must ensure that the

If companies don’t adapt their supply-chains, they won’t

with their own.

stay competitive for long.

interests of all firms in the supply-chain are aligned

“That’s critical, because every firm – be it a supplier, an

Lee said the best supply-chains identify structural

assembler, a distributor or a retailer – tries to maximize

shifts, sometimes before they occur, by capturing

only its own interest.”

the latest data, filtering out noise and tracking key
patterns.

Lee said that if any company’s interests differ from

“They then relocate facilities, change sources of

its actions will not maximize the chain’s performance.

supplies, and if possible outsource manufacturing.”

those of the other organizations in the supply-chain,

Misaligned interests can cause havoc even if supply-

Adaptable supply-chains, Lee said must be able to

chain partners are divisions of the same company

adjust the supply-chain’s design to meet structural

and lack of alignment causes the failure of many

shifts in markets: modify the supply network to strate-

supply-chain practices.

gies, products and technologies by using some of the
following methods:
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One way companies can align their partners’ interests

Future of Asia’s supply-chains

with their own is by redefining the relationship terms
so that risks, costs and rewards are shared equitably.

Thailand’s devastating 2011 floods severely inundated
seven major industrial estates in northern Bangkok

Lee said the world’s largest printer, RR Donnelly

and radically changed how most companies conducted

recognized in the late 1990s that its supply-chain

business.

performance relied heavily on paper-and-ink suppliers.
Many of these businesses were critical parts of
“If the quality and reliability of supplies improved,

Japanese global supply chains for major manufactures

the company could reduce waste and make customer

such as Nikon and Toshiba.

delivers on time.”
Kobkarn Wattanavrangkul, Toshiba Thailand’s chair
To align supplier interest with its own, Donnelly

woman, said that initially everyone was concerned

asked supplier for suggestions to improve process and

with quickly returning to operations after the floods

and products and offered to split any savings. “Not

receded.

surprisingly, supplier-initiated improvements
have helped enhance RR Donnelly’s supply-chain

Toshiba Thailand, with nine operating companies

ever-since.”

largely in Pathum Thani’s Bangkadee Industrial Estate
and one at nearby Nava Nakorn Industrial Estate,

Any alignment process should create incentives for

drastically curtailed its operations during the

better performance through some of the following

prolonged floods. “We were under water for 43 days

processes:

beginning on October 21,” she said.

1. Exchanging information and knowledge freely with
vendors and customers
2. Laying down roles, tasks and responsibilities clearly
for suppliers and customers
3. Equitably sharing risks, costs and gains of improvement initiatives

Japanese reassessing supply-chains
that stretch across markets
Shortly after the devastating floods, Shigeyuki
Abe, Professor, Faculty of Policy Studies, Doshisha
University, said that the great Japanese earthquake
in 2011 along with the prolonged Thai floods
spotlighted the fragility of Japan Inc’s super-efficient
supply-chains that stretch through Thailand.
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“The Thai floods showed the world that Sony and

“If core-parts production isn’t concentrated in one

Nikon digital cameras are solely produced in Thailand

particular area, production interruptions will be minor

and forced the postponement of new model launches.”

and at the same time, producers can mitigate damage

In addition, the 2011 floods also high-lighted

by holding sufficient inventory.”

Thailand’s overall importance as a key high-tech

According to the study, Thailand has long been a major

supply-chain link. “Hard disk drives were suddenly

low-cost assembly base for Japanese global supply-

in short-supply globally for several months because

chains.The final products such as automotive,

Thailand was is the production hub.”

electronics and electrical appliances are assembled here

Although most people know Thailand’s role in the

and exported.

auto-supply chain, Abe said the Japanese earthquake

Abe and Hoontrakul point out that the modern efficient

highlighted the continuing importance of northeast

supply-chains were initially developed at the end of

Japan. “We suddenly realized that many core auto

the first Japan US trade wars in 1985. “When the

parts were primarily manufactured there and US and

yen strengthened from 240 to the dollar to 120,

Thailand manufacturers had to delay production.”

Japanese came out to Asia and primarily to Thailand

Abe said module production has made it possible to
separate production processes in different locations

because they could no longer afford to produce in
Japan.

and has resulted in the creation of global supply-

Sony and Nikon initially established final assembly

chains. “All the processes used to be completed in

plants (digital) in Thailand. Eventually, companies

the same location prior to this module production

such as giant US retailer Wal-Mart furthered

innovation.”

revolutionized supply-chains by stretching them from

The labor intensive processes, he said were moved

central China into American consumers homes.

to labor-rich and low-wage countries such as Thailand.

Kobkarn Wattanavrangkul, Toshiba Thailand’s chair-

“These modules can then be brought together to

person said that her company which operates ten

the final assembly location,” he said.

businesses at the Bangkadee and Nava Nakhon

In a co-published paper with Pongsak Hoontrakul,
Abe said the natural disasters showed that although
supply-chain production is basically very efficient, at

Industrial Estates in northern Bangkok has also
reconsidered its operations because of the prolonged
2011 floods.

the same time, too much efficiency always sacrifices
reliability and safety.
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Her company produces air conditioners, large
refrigerators, electronics and computer parts including
disk-drives, semi-conductors and home appliance
accessories as part of Toshiba’s global supply-chain.
“We’ve had to consider implementing dual or triple
sourcing policies as risk management alternatives
for potential future supply-chain breaks from natural
disasters.”
During the early part of the floods,

the company

couldn’t receive parts from some local suppliers
because their plants or own suppliers were either
cut-off or employees were prevented from access to the
factories. “We have also considered multiple sourcing
for raw materials.”
The 2011 floods also made Toshiba acutely aware of
the need for designing alternative logistic options to
ensure supply-chain remains operating. “Not only must
we consider alternative delivery routes but we must also
consider alternative modes of delivery.”
In assessing how to to effectively reduce risks
associated with global supply-chain breaks, Kobkarn
said Toshiba addresses four critical needs. These
include ensuring the supply-chains quality, its
efficiency, related costs and the available technology.
Supply-chains were developed to produce and
deliver high-quality products to markets at the
lowest cost. Adding unnecessary friction to these
costs, may in some cases mitigate natural disaster
risks but in the long-run, a cost-benefit risk assessment will determine the amount of risk-mitigation
companies will undertake.
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CHAPTER

09

The senior executive’s role in Asian business has

Although these numerous job-hops allowed the

also undergone tremendous evolution in the past

young executive to carry a shining badge-of-honor

several decades.

and wads of money during the bubble economy, some

Prior to the 1998 Asian economic crisis, I remembered
meeting many young up-and-coming executives that

of these executives were forced to face the music
soon after the Asian crisis hit in 1998.

proudly told me that they had about 10 jobs in the

Many of these job-hoppers, who were laid off because

past decade and that their salaries had gone up in

their companies had gone under or because their

multiples.

services were no longer required began having

“Job-hopping for successively higher and higher

difficulty securing new jobs.

salaries was a common and lauded practice during the

I cited to The Nation a case of 36 year-old Thai executive

bubble economy,” I told The Nation in 1998.

whose last position was managing director of a

Prior the crisis, affluent 25 to 30 year-old BMW or
Mercedes driving executives were often seen
boasting at Bangkok’s Sarasin and Ratchadapisek

multinational consumer company. “When he was laid
off he was making about Bt4 million ($US 160,000 per
year).”

night-spots that they had change jobs several times

On the surface, this young executive with an MBA from

in the past years and doubled their salaries with

a prestigious American university, should have been

each jump, reported the Thai press.

a prime management candidate for a management
position in a multinational company or a large local
company.
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However, once potential employers discovered that

Entry back into a professional career may well be

he had eight different jobs in nine years, they lost

via a short-term project or whatever specialized area

interest. In the good old days, companies fought

where they could add value.

hard for the services of these well-trained young
professional.

Once these executives get back into the system,

In the post crisis environment, no one wanted to see

their thinking. “Basically, it’s a transition point, where

anyone with eight or nine moves in less than a decade

the lucky ones can rebuild their careers again.”

employers will want to see that they have redefined

on his resume. “They weren’t interested in his good
pedigree and academic credentials nor the good
companies he worked for.”
Pre-crisis, expanding companies looked for any wellgroomed and well-educated executives from good
families. Post-crisis, companies began questioning
the same individual’s staying power and ability. “Is he
coming to us because he wants an umbrella in a storm?”
This sea-change to employers’ disdain for executives
that change jobs frequently is still in place today in 2013.
“What do you say to someone like that who comes to
you and tells you he’s looking for a change and would
like some stability.”

Late 30s career planning
As Thailand’s economy began recovering in the late
2001 and early 2002, many late 30 year old executives
began approaching us for help on their future
prospects.
With the Thai business environment still on the cusp
of recovery from an unprecedented economic crisis,
these young executives began asking if they should
look for employment in healthier industries or even
consider going overseas.
We told many of them that they were at a critical
point in their careers. “They have about a 10-year

All is not lost
Someone that has changed jobs frequently must
reinvent himself or herself into a project-oriented

window to firmly establish their careers,” we told
The Nation in December 2001.
In my experience working with MNC’s for decades,

employee. “The entry point is normally short term.”

I believe that both expat and local executives in

Short-term executives with qualifications and

head major companies, they must make it to senior

experiences in specific areas are needed by many

positions by about 40. “Now is the time for them to

multinationals in the current environment. “Regardless

get into the right company and target themselves to

of what happened in the past, these people have to

reach senior management within 10 years.”

find out where their competencies are.”
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their early 30s, must realize that if they want to

Even today in 2013, large companies worldwide all
look for senior managers in their early 40s to drive
their companies. “They are all looking for people

Common mistakes for executive
job-seekers

with the knowledge, experience and the energy to lead

During my several decades in Asia, I realize that in

their companies to the next level.”

general, successful executive tend to avoid several very

In the early 2000s, we advised executives in their

common pitfalls.

early 30s that were made redundant because of the

Senior executives considering new jobs should

crisis to latch on to target companies as quickly as

carefully and consciously assess the risks and realities

possible. “The longer executives are out of the market,

so that they can avoid making mistakes that may

the less value they are to large multinational and local

result in major setbacks.

companies. It’s an unfortunate fact of life.”
In today’s fast changing business environments,
Corporations, we found want leaders who have a

people are expected to change jobs several times

decade of management experience under their belts

before their retirements. Careers have become

during their 30s.

processes of continuous movements.

Other 30-to 35-year-old expat executives who have

In a recent Harvard Business Review article, “Five ways

grown to love Thailand but who may have been

to bungle a job change”, Boris Groysberg and Robin

ordered back to the home office face another dilemma

Abrahams said that job moves are seldom easy and

if they want to stay here.

nearly always emotionally fraught. “Moves of all kinds

Many of these expats may have been here on special
assignments on very good expatriate salaries and

entail significant internal and external challenges and
often cause turmoil in one’s home and social life.”

benefits. The multinationals that brought them to

After interviewing 400 search consultants from 50

Thailand had specific objectives and were willing to pay

industries and 500 C-level executives in 40 countries,

a premium for their services.

including HR heads at 15 multinational companies,

Because expertise wasn’t available locally, the
companies opted to bring in someone familiar with
the mother ship to build an operating platform and

Groysberg and Abrahams concluded that five common
mistakes generally accounted for most problems.
In general these included:

ultimately transfer the expertise to local executives.
“When that special project is finished, the platform

1.

switches from an investment to an operating mode,

2.    leaving for money

not doing enough research

which can be run by lower-cost local managers.”

3.    going “from” rather than “to”
4.    overestimating yourself, and
5.    thinking short term
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The researchers said that the mistakes were usually
not independent of each other and generally followed
predictable patterns and persisted throughout the
course of careers.
These mistakes played out as a system of maladaptive
behaviors that included dissatisfaction, unrealistic
hopes, ill-considered moves, and more dissatisfaction.
For instance, executives that fixated on money would
often disregard the need for research. “Overestimating
yourself can cause you to ignore a bad fit – a problem
that research might help you anticipate.”
Some job seekers make all the mistakes at once. For
instance, if they overestimated their value, they will
feel unjustly treated at year-end reviews. “They will
jump to the first company that promises a signing
bonus without doing due diligence on the firm’s
long-term prospects.”
The executives surveyed were not young untested

In our several decades of business in Asia, our experi-

professionals but included successful people that

ences have been very similar.

hadn’t looked for jobs for years or even decades.
“Surprisingly, many of them were ignorant of job
market opportunities.”
Many of these executives, they said assumed their
new companies would be flexible about having them
learn new areas of business as when they were young.
“If they’re high up on the hierarchy, it may have been
some time since they received truly honest feedback
about their strength and weaknesses.

Mistake number one – not doing
enough research
Many executive job seekers, the authors said neglect
due diligence in four areas.
1. If they don’t do homework on job market realities
for their industry or function, they will be not fully
informed and will be prone to unrealistic expectations.
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2. Many executive job-seekers don’t pay enough
attention to a potential employer’s financial stability and market position even if they are people that

Mistake number three – going “from”
rather than “to”

would normally scrutinize the balance sheet of a

Often, many job seekers are so unhappy they are

company they are acquiring.

happy just to get out. Instead of planning their career

They assume companies offering them jobs are on

moves, they lurch from one place to the next.

solid ground. It is up to applicants to assess if new

These people the authors said apply artificial urgency

jobs will exist in six months.

rather than wait for the right job and often fail to

3. Many executives fail to consider the cultural fit.
Although hiring managers are supposed to attend
to matching cultural fits, new hires suffer most if
it’s a poor fit.

look strategically for opportunities that their current
companies may have for them.

Mistake number four – overestimating
themselves

4. Too many recruits assume the official job title and

The authors’ survey indicated that many executives

job description accurately reflect the role. Many

believed they contributed more than they actually

companies are known to sweeten titles to attract top

did at their current organizations. They tended to

talent.

undervalue the organizations’ strength in helping them

Additional, in badly managed organizations, people

achieve their objectives.

may find themselves in ill-defined jobs that have

Many of these job seekers, they said seem to have

little relationship to formal titles.

unrealistic view of their skills, their prospects and
occasionally their culpability. “The often can’t identify

Mistake number two – leaving for the
money
The authors’ research showed that it was easy to fall
for financially attractive offers.
Most search consultants said that although executives contemplating job changes rank money fourth or
fifth in terms of importance, they usually bumped it

sources of success and failure at their existing jobs.”
These candidates looked at their current companies
as being the problem and not acknowledging that
they themselves may be part of the problems. These
people may also fail to be realistic and be self critical,
and therefore think that external circumstances and
environments have more to do with their frustrations
or failures than their own issues.

to first place when making the final decision.
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“They may overestimate the salaries they can command

They suggested that these executives should make their

and their capacity to deal with the new positions’

next moves strategically. “Don’t hesitate to go down

challenges, particularly, the difficulty of creating change

another road if it becomes evident that a certain kind

at large organizations.”

of change wouldn’t be right.”

Mistake number five – thinking short
term
Executive job seekers with short term perspectives can
make many mistakes.
For instance, if they overestimate their abilities,

Executives, they said should understand what
elements of a job make it truly satisfying for them
and what constitutes a healthy work-life balance.

Thinking strategically when assessing
new opportunities

they may believe they should be paid a high salary

As Asia’s economies continued leading global growth

now and not after they’ve proved themselves. Some

in 2012, more and more senior executives began

people leaving organizations for more money are

asking me to help them assess risks associated with

often overly-influenced by immediate short-term

new opportunities.

information and considerations.

We told The Nation that must addressed several key

The authors conclude that the best protection against

issues when deciding whether they should leave their

career management mistakes is self awareness, which

current positions.

they said is a broad concept that encompasses not
only an understanding of one’s career-relevant
strengths and weaknesses but also insights into the
kinds of mistakes they you are prone to make
Knowing how to correct tendencies, how others
perceive us and when to consult a trusted mentor or

“Most importantly, these senior executives should
understand what job elements are most important
and what constitutes a healthy work-life balance for
them.”
Although in today’s fast-moving globalised economic

network is critical.

environment, short-term thinking has often morphed

If an executive takes a wrong job, the authors said

practices rather than sustainable growth, senior

the experts were unanimous in their views. “Cut your

executive job-seekers should think long-term and

losses and move on.”

ultimately in their own career’s and their new

into pumping quarterly revenues and earnings

company’s sustainability.
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“The best protection for all senior managers con-

system has emphasized rote memorization and finding

templating job changes is a continuing quest for

standard solutions to problems. Thinking differently

self-awareness, that truly recognises one’s innate

is very hard when everything they’ve learned has

skills and abilities, and the ability to successfully identify

involved conforming, herding, and group-thinking.

the intricacies of new challenges.”

Softer skills are now also scrutinized

Softer skills
I’ve also noticed that many of our clients now spend

As Asia’s economies continue driving global economic

more time scrutinizing potential senior managers’

growth, companies are scrambling to ensure their new

softer skills. These skills include their ability to lead

leadership cohorts can meet the challenges of fast-

teams, communicate, and articulate their views.

changing and often volatile environments.

Risk management capabilities are now also very

During the past several years, I’ve noticed that major

important. Potential senior managers are now regularly

Thai companies, both local and multinational, are

evaluated under a corporate ethics framework, for

looking more and more for leaders with distinct traits

their ability to perform well in crisis situations and

they believe can drive their companies successfully

how well they adapt to different corporate cultures.

in expected fast-growing economies.

Visionaries:

Another important required softer-skill is their ability
to cope with society’s “hidden rules” including
business and political environments.

Many major companies are now articulating and
demanding these requirements from their future
leaders. They want their new leaders not only to run
company divisions but they must also to have the
potential to become industry leaders and more.
These leaders must be visionaries that are able to see
the future ahead of others. At the same time, they
must also be able to think critically and creatively.
For many Thai managers, thinking critically and
creatively has not come easily because the education
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Effective managers in Asia must realize everything

The state enterprises still are major participants in

is often political. They

must have a keen grasp of

the Thai economy. My experience indicates that a

political and social trends so they can position their

majority of their senior managers while exhibiting the

business strategies and communications messages

attributes of bureaucrats, at the same time have good

within that landscape.

managerial qualities, and some of them are also quite

Executives must therefore be able develop nonmarket

entrepreneurial.

as well as normal business strategies. The nonmarket

Multinationals have long been major players in the

strategy includes plans for building networks that

Thai economy. Senior candidates from these com-

intersect with the government, business partners,

panies usually understand how strategies are

suppliers, customers, and other industry and public

formulated and able to implement local elements of a

stakeholders.

global strategy. They flourish and operate efficiently and

From my observation, the best companies seem to
have a culture, set from the top, in which everyone

effectively in environments where well established
structures, systems are in place.

works toward common goals in a spirit of mutual

Recently, Thai corporations have also developed a

respect.

significant cohort of future leaders. They tend to

However, I have also noted that the new generation
of Thai leaders demands both purpose and work–life
balance, and no longer automatically accepts hierarchy
in the workplace.
The best way to retain these leaders is to have role
models who inspire commitment—which makes it even
more important to select leaders who can read and
respond sincerely to their stakeholders.

Landscape:
During the past several decades, Thailand has been
developing several distinct groups of corporate leaders
with disparate knowledge and skills.
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have good people skills and are adept at dealing
with the uncertainty of emerging markets and
changing environments, as well as with government
bureaucracy. Many of them also seem very entrepreneurial.

CHAPTER

10

China – the elephant in the room
Today in 2013, the sub-prime induced global economic

Perhaps, most importantly, China’s role in sheltering

crisis that began in late 2007 is still being slowly

much of Asia from the global turmoil’s long-term pain

unraveled in the US and Europe.

that is inflicting the US and Europe has been most

We are still inundated daily with news that certain

prominent.

European countries are overleveraged and are conti-

Moreover, for many Asian economies and businesses,

nuing to implement austerity measures to revive their

China will remain the “giant elephant in the room”.

economies.
Massive budget cuts have been proposed and while
some have been executed, many disgruntled citizens
are taking to the streets protesting what may be
major long-term life-style changes.
French and Spanish civil servants are crying because
they may have to work a few extra years before
receiving generous government pensions.
As the USA and Europe struggle through the aftermath of the global economic crisis Asia seems to have
implemented the proper policy measures and most

2008 crisis – Asia came through with
flying colors
In 2010, former Morgan Stanley Asia chairman,
Stephen Roach said that through the global-crisis of
2008 and 2009 Asia came through with flying colors.
“I have been privileged to witness this extraordinary
resilience first-hand.”
Roach said that Asia learned painful lessons from
its 1997-1998 regional crisis.

economies are performing admirably.
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“That crisis stemmed largely from Asia’s vulnerability

“In the past 10 years, export-led economies such

to the vicissitudes of international capital flows.

as Japan, South Korea and Taiwan he said have all

Lacking in foreign exchange reserves, overly exposed

redirected their overseas shipments. “Their largest

to short-term external debt and with rigid currency

export market was once the US; now it is China.

pegs, the region stood little chance when the hot money

The “Asian dream”, as a result, is now much more a

started to flee. When Thailand went, Indonesia,

Chinese dream. That is certainly evident in Hong Kong

South Korea, Taiwan and most of the others in

nearly 13 years after the handover to China, but I

developing Asia were quick to follow.”

also have seen it repeatedly in my business dealings

Roach said that Asia’s foreign exchange reserves build-

across the region.”

up between two crises – from less than US$1,000bn

As a result, much of Asia he said is now more reliant

in 1998 to nearly $5,000bn in 2009 – insulated it from

on China for sustaining growth and prosperity. At

the financial upheaval that followed Lehman Bros

the same time, he said China’s challenges can hardly

collapse.

be minimized as witness by the latest property and

The current global crisis, he said is primarily an

credit bubbles, as well as labor unrest.

external demand shock. “The unprecedented 11.8

Roach said that to immunize themselves from the

per cent drop in the volume of global trade in goods

vagaries of globalization, all countries in Asia should

in 2009 hit this export-led region extremely hard. No

vigorously stimulate private consumption. He expected

country was spared either sharp recession (Japan,

that China would initiate a pro-consumption shift in

Taiwan, Malaysia and Thailand) or major slowdown

its 12th Five Year Plan (2011-2016).

(China, India and South Korea).”
That, in turn, would provide a boost for its East Asian
Roach said that China has clearly arrived as the

suppliers including South Korea, Japan, Taiwan and

region’s dominant economic force.

South Asia countries such as Thailand. Roach warned
that if China failed to engineer this transition, its
growth dynamic will be impaired by lingering postcrisis headwinds blowing from the west. “The rest of
a China-centric Asia could then be in trouble,” he said.
Exports in Asia have risen from 35 per cent of GDP in
the late 1990s to more than 45 per cent in 2009. It
is therefore imperative for Asia to move more toward
greater reliance on internal markets which is a very
different challenge than the one faced in 1997.
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In the meantime, Roach said Asia should not bask
in the glory of sailing through the current economic
crisis. “Asia must prepare for the inevitable next crisis,”
he said.
Roach said he was confident that China would do the
right thing by turning its 1.3 citizens into consumers
that will generate tremendous internal growth for itself
and the region.

Will China always be there for Asian
business?
As practical businessmen, we must always analyze

Peking University wrote in Foreign Affairs (2010)

whether China will always be there for us.

that “ultimately, there is no alternative to greater
democratization if the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)

China’s world-leading economic growth during the

wishes to encourage economic growth and maintain

past three decades has sparked debate on whether

social stability.”

1

it’s “Beijing Consensus” market-authoritarian development model is sustainable and should be followed by

The Chinese government, he said is forced to seek

other developing countries.

performance-based legitimacy by continuously
improving living-standards because one-party rule

Despite authoritarian rule, many leading Chinese

doesn’t provide it with legitimacy in the classic

think-tank economists and political scientists have

democratic sense.

openly expressed interesting views on whether the
country can sustain economic development without

“So far, this strategy has succeeded, but there are

further democratization away from single-party,

signs that it won’t last because of growing income

Communist-party rule.

inequality and the internal and external imbalances it
has created.”

Yao Yang, a leading economist and deputy dean of
the National School of Development and the Director of the China Center for Economic Research at

1

Yao, Yang, “Can China’s Model of Authoritarian Growth Survive?”, Foreign Affairs, February 2, 2010.
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China’s decades of fantastic growth

second largest) and domestically, more than 80
per cent of its state-owned enterprises have been

Since China began undertaking market reforms

privatized or transformed into publicly-listed companies.

in 1978, its economy has grown at nearly 10 per cent
a year, and its per-capita GDP is now twelve times
greater than it was three decades ago.
Many analysts, Yao said attribute the country’s
development success to its unconventional approach
to economic policy – a combination of mixed ownership,
basic property rights, and heavy government
intervention. “Time magazine’s former foreign editor,
Joshua Cooper Ramo,” has even given it a name: “The
Beijing Consensus.”

Maintaining Marxism
Yao said the Chinese government has been able to
successfully adopt many free-market classical economic
principles while at the same time claiming Marxism
as its ideological anchor because it has basically been
a detached, unbiased ruler that single-mindedly
focused on maintaining economic growth.
“It has taken a neutral stance when conflicts of
interest arise among different social and political

Unmistakable moves toward
neoclassical economics
However, China’s more than 30 years of economic
growth

has also been earmarked with continuous

moves toward neoclassical economic market-policies,
with an emphasis on prudent fiscal policy, economic
openness, privatization, market liberalization, and the
protection of private property.
Moreover, Beijing has been extremely cautious in
maintaining a balanced budget and keeping inflation
down.
“Purely redistributive programs have been kept to
a minimum, and central government transfers have
been primarily limited to infrastructure spending.”
As a result China has become a very attractive
foreign direct investment destination (the world’s
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groups.”
Even though Beijing adopted a neutral stance, Yao said
it was not devoid of self interest. The state, he said
was in fact often predatory toward its citizens “but its
predation is “identity-blind” in the sense that Beijing
did not generally care about the social and political
status of its chosen prey – unlike many governments
elsewhere that act to protect and enrich specific
social or political groups.”
As a consequence, the Chinese government was
more likely than other authoritarian regime to adopt
growth-enhancing policies. During the last three
decades, the CCP has intentionally adopted policies
favoring specific groups or regions to promote reform
and economic growth.

“It has helped that the disinterested CCP government

“Between 2002 and 2007, Chinese exports grew by

was not permanently beholden to certain groups or

an annual rate of 29 percent, double the average rate

regions.”

during the 1990s.”

Chinese integration into the world economy and

Consequently, the economy currently depends heavily

ultimate accession to the World Trade Organization

on external demand that has created friction among

were mentioned as prime examples. “At the end of

many major trading partners, especially the United

the 1970s, the United States was eager to bring China

States.

into its camp as a buffer against Soviet hegemony,
and China quickly grasped the opportunity.”
However, that early adoption of an “open-door”
policy, Yao said

gave rise to domestic resistance:

special economic zones, such as Shenzhen, enjoyed
an abundance of preferential treatments that other
parts of the country envied. Moreover, the CCP’s
export-led growth model required Beijing to embrace
an unbalanced development strategy that encouraged rapid growth on the country’s east coast while
neglecting the interior.
“Today, nearly 90 per cent of China’s exports still

Increased government economic
involvement
To maintain its implied promise to continue giving
its citizens better quality of lives through driving
unprecedented growth, Yao said the Chinese
government is becoming more and more involved in
the Chinese economy. For instance, in response to
the Western economies slowdown during the 2008
global economic crisis, the government implemented
a four-trillion-yuan ($586 billion) stimulus plan.

come from the nine coastal provinces.”

However, at the same time, China’s lauded GDP

China’s accession to the World Trade Organization in

stimulus played a significant role, Yao said

2001 was also a calculated move. “Before accession,

eventually suffocate the Chinese economy by reducing

it was widely believed that upon accession to the

efficiency and crowding out more vibrant private

WTO, many Chinese economic sectors would have

investment.

to endure painful structural adjustment policies.”

growth of almost nine per cent in 2009, in which the
could

During this period, China’s vaunted savings rate also

Even so, the central government Yao said actually

climbed to 52 per cent of GDP while consumption

accelerated negotiations with the organization’s

dropped to historic lows. The country now spends

members and despite the burdens it placed on the

almost 50 per cent of government revenues on capital

agriculture and retailing sectors, accession boosted

investment compared to most advanced democracies

China’s exports, proving wrong those who worried

which spend less than 8 per cent of government revenue

about its effects.

on capital investment.
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“China has entered this range, and the warning signs
of a trap loom large.”
The country’s selective free-market policies have
also led to major income disparities in China. “The overall
Gini coefficient – a measure of economic inequality in
which zero equals perfect equality and one absolute
inequality – reached 0.47 in 2008, the same level as
in the United States.”
More disturbingly, Yao noted that Chinese city
dwellers are now earning three and a half times as

As a consequence, the average citizen often feels
poorer even though the economy is continuously
expanding because residential income as a share of
national income is declining.
Yao said that as Chinese people demand more than
economic gains as their income increases, it will
become increasingly difficult for the CCP to contain
or discourage social discontent by administering the
medicine of economic growth alone. Too many people
are feeling poorer even though economy is growing.

much as their fellow citizens in the countryside, the
highest urban-rural income gap in the world.
Growing income disparity, Yao said is a problem
that the Chinese Communist Party (CPP) must address
if it is to retain power and harmony within China.
Yao reminds everyone that despite the government’s
absolute power and recent track record of delivering
economic growth, the CCP has still periodically faced
resistance from citizens. “The Tiananmen incident
of April 5, 1976, the first spontaneous democratic
movement in PRC history, the June 4 movement of

Precarious position ahead

1989, and numerous subsequent protests proved

China’s astronomic growth Yao said however, has left

organized resistance when their needs are not met

it in a precarious situation in that it may also follow

by the state.”

other leading developing countries into the so-called

that the Chinese people are quite willing to stage

middle-income trap.

International monitoring of China’s domestic affairs

Yao noted that when per-capita GDP reaches the range

emerged as a major global power, China is now

of $3,000 to $8,000, the economies of many countries

suddenly also concerned about its legitimacy on the

stops growing, income inequality increases, and social

international stage, he said.

conflicts erupt.
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has also played an important role; now that it has

Application of pain relievers

Yao predicted that Chinese citizens will not remain
silent in the face of these infringements, and their

According to Yao, the Chinese government generally

discontent will inevitably lead to periodic resistance.

tries to manage such popular discontent by providing

“Before long, some form of explicit political transition

various “pain relievers,” including programs that

that allows ordinary citizens to take part in the political

quickly address early signs of unrest in the population,

process will be necessary.”

such as reemployment centers for unemployed
workers, migration programs aimed at lowering
regional disparities, and the recent “new countryside
movement” to improve infrastructure, health care,
and education in rural areas.
“Those measures, however, may be too weak to
discourage the emergence of powerful interest groups

Strong, privileged, interest groups
blocking equal benefits distribution
China’s reforms of the 30 years, Yao said have mostly
been responses to imminent crises. “Popular resistance
and economic imbalances are now moving China

seeking to influence the government.”

toward another major crisis.”

Although private businesses have long recognized the

Strong and privileged interest groups and com-

importance of cultivating the government for larger
profits, Yao reminds us that they are not alone. “The
government itself, its cronies, and state-controlled
enterprises are quickly forming strong and exclusive

mercialized local governments are blocking equal
distribution of the benefits of economic growth
throughout society, thereby rendering futile the CCP’s
strategy of trading economic growth for people’s

interest groups.”

consent to its absolute rule.

In a sense, Yao said local governments in China

An open and inclusive political process, he said has

behave like corporations: unlike in advanced
democracies, where one of the key mandates of the
government is to redistribute income to improve the
average citizen’s welfare, local governments in China

generally checked the power of interest groups in
advanced democracies such as the United States.
“Indeed, this is precisely the mandate of a disinterested
government – to balance the demands of different

simply pursue economic gain.

social groups.”

He noted that Beijing’s ongoing efforts to promote

A more open Chinese government could still remain

GDP growth have inevitably resulted in infringements
on people’s economic and political rights. “For example,
arbitrary land acquisitions are still prevalent in some
cities, the government closely monitors the Internet,
labor unions are suppressed, and workers have to
endure long hours and unsafe conditions.”

disinterested if the right democratic institutions
were put in place to keep the most powerful groups at
bay. But ultimately, China must move toward greater
democratization if it wishes to sustain economic
growth and maintain social stability and harmony.
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Why China’s one-party system
succeeds
In early June 2013, China’s President Xi Jinping met
with US President Barack Obama at the Annenberg
Retreat at Sunnydale in Palm Springs, California.
Amidst the hoopla, many policy experts wondered if
the two heads of state will be able to find common
ground and avoid differences that could possibly
result in global instability.
Major discussion points of any China-US summit are
China are their different interpretations of democracy
and human rights.
In a January/February 2013 article published in
Foreign Affairs, “The Life of the Party, the post democratic feature begins in China,” Shanghai venture
capitalist and political scientist, Eric X Li said people
predicting that China’s one-party system will collapse
if leading politicians stop delivering economic
miracles, suffer from misplaced pessimism.
Pessimists he said are misreading China’s politics
and the resilience of its governing institutions.
“Beijing will be able to meet the country’s ills with
dynamism and resilience, thanks to the Chinese
Communist Party’s adaptability, system of meritocracy
and legitimacy with the Chinese people,” he predicted.
Li said that China’s leaders will in-fact consolidate
the one-party model and in the process, challenge

the West’s conventional wisdom about political development and the inevitable march toward electoral
democracy.
“In the capital of the Middle Kingdom, the world
might witness the birth of a post-democratic future.”

One-party rule capable of
self-correction
The assertion that China’s one-party rule is inherently
incapable of self-correction, he said does not reflect
the historical record. For instance, China has changed
its foreign policy course many times to achieve
national greatness.
Initially, to contain USSR global expansion, China
moved from a close relationship with Moscow in the
1950s to a virtual alliance with the US in the 1970s
and 1980s.
In its on-going quest for greatness, Li said China is
seeking to defy recent historical precedents and rise
peacefully, avoiding militarism plaguing Germany and
Japan last century.

Competing reform calls
Li also noted that within Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
many opposing ideas prevail.
One camp, he said is calling for multiparty elections
or in the least accept intraparty factions. This camp
believes China can only acquire the leadership it
needs with full-scale adversarial politics.
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Li said these calls miss a basic fact because the CCP
has arguably been one of the most self-reforming

Ensuring meritocracy

political organizations in recent history. President

At the heart of the Chinese government’s meritocracy,

Xi’s CCP he said will likely be able to adapt to and

Li said is the Organization Department. “This depart-

meet whatever new challenges the rapidly changing

ment carries out an elaborate process of bureaucratic

domestic and international environments pose.

selection, evaluation, and promotion that would be

“In part it is because the CCP is heavily meritocratic
and promotes those with

proven

experience and

capabilities.”

the envy of any corporation.”
Although patronage plays a role, Li insists that by
and large, merit determines who will rise through
the ranks.

18th Congress politburo composition
Pointing to China’s 18 th Congress Politburo’s 25
members, Li said only five are princelings (descendants
of prominent and influential senior communist party
officials).
The other 20 including former president Hu Jintao
and premier Wen Jiabao came from middle-income or
lower-class backgrounds. The vast majority, he said
worked through the ranks to the top.

Every year, the government and its affiliated
organizations recruit university graduates into entrylevel positions in one of the three state-controlled
services – civil service, state owned enterprises and
government affiliated social organization.Most
graduates start at the lowest levels.
After a few years, the Organization Department (OD)
reviews their performance and can promote them
up four increasingly elite managerial ranks. The range
of positions, he said include running health-care
systems in poor villages to attracting commercial
investments in city districts.
“Once a year the OD reviews quantitative performance
records for each official in each of these grades;
carries out interviews with superiors, peers and
subordinates and vets personal conduct.”
Throughout the year, extensive and frequent public
opinion surveys are also conducted on questions
ranging from satisfaction with the country’s general
direction to opinions about more mundane and specific
local policies.
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A complete dossier is collected on all candidates and

locales and expanding the successful ones nationwide

confirmed public satisfaction or dissatisfaction reports

he said is well documented (ie SEZs in Shenzhen and

are also recorded. The contents are then discussed

Ziamen).

and evaluated by committees before winners are
selected and promoted.

Thousands of policy experiments also rise up from

After this stage, Li said public employees paths diverge

government job market gives capable local officials

and individuals can be rotated through and out of all

incentives to take risks and differentiate themselves

three tracks, (civil service, state-owned enterprises

from the pack.

local levels, he said because the competitive

and social organizations). In some cases, organization
departments may send promising officials abroad to
learn best practices.
“Over time, most successful workers are promoted
again – ie to manage districts and populations in the
millions or companies with hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenue.”
The very talented move up several more ranks and make
it to party’s Central Commiteee in a process that could
take two or three decades. “And those who make it to
the top had managerial experience in just about every
sector of Chinese society.”
For instance of the 25 politburo members previously
mentioned, 19 had run provinces larger than most
countries in the world with budget’s higher than
average nation’s governments.

Legitimacy
Although most critics accept that the Chinese government is adaptable and meritocratic, Li said many still
question its legitimacy.
“Westerners assume that multiparty elections are the
only source of political legitimacy.”
Critics he said argue that China doesn’t have multi-party
elections and therefore the CCP’s rule rests on shaky
grounds. Many of these critics have regularly predicted
the party’s collapse for years.
The most recent version of this agreement, Li said
was that CCP maintains power because its delivering
economic growth. Under this argument, China’s
government’s economic performance provides it with
legitimacy.

Innovate or stagnate
Li said China’s centralized meritocracy also fosters
government entrpreneurship. The practice of
conducting top-down policy experiments in select
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Although consistent economic performance is a major
source of China’s government’s power, Li said the CCPs
role in saving and modernizing China is a far more
durable source of its legitimacy than the country’s
economic performance.

That’s why even during Cultural Revolution able,

Two-track social policy reforms

mainstream support was maintained long enough for
it to correct mistakes, he said.

To ensure continuity, Li said that further economic
liberalization will be accompanied by two track social

Enter the Dragon
Li said China’s new leaders will govern the country
for the next ten years, during which they will rely on
the CCP’s adaptability, meritocracy and legitimacy to
tackle major challenges.
The current economic slowdown, he said is cyclical, not
structural. “Two forces will invigorate the economy in the

policy reforms that include making the party more
inclusive and experimenting by out-sourcing certain
social welfare functions to approved non-government
organizations (NGOs).
At the same time, the rapidly expanding urban middle
class will be encouraged to focus on min-sheng
(livelihood) issues instead of demanding abstract
political rights.

next two decades - urbanization and entrepreneurship.”
In 1990, 25 per cent lived in cities, in 2013, 50 per cent

West woes self-inflicted

in 2040 more than one billion people or 75 per cent of

Li said claims that western electoral systems are

Chinese citizens will be city dwellers.

infallible have hampered self-correction. “Elections

The amount of new roads, housing, utilities and
communications infrastructure required, Li said will

are seen as ends in themselves, not merely means to
good governance.”

be huge. “The Party’s extraordinary ability to develop

Instead of producing capable leaders, he said electoral

and execute policy and its political authority will help

politics have made it very difficult for good leaders

manage these processes.”

to gain power and in a few cases, they are paralyzed

At the same time, entrepreneurship will help China

by their own political and legal systems.

overcome threats to its export-fueled economic

“As US Secretary of State, Hilary Clinton travelled

model. Externally, the global economic downturn and

around the country extolling electoral democracy, the

its rising currency will also dampen trade.

legitimacy of nearly all US political institutions was

China’s economic miracle he said was not just a

crumbling.”

centrally planned phenomenon. Beijing may have

While watching the US Congress approval rating

facilitated development of a powerful economy, but

tumble to 18 per cent, most developing countries Li

highly adaptive private entrepreneurs, he said are the

said are learning that democracy doesn’t solve all

economy’s lifeblood.

the problems.
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China’s model, he said doesn’t pretend to be universal
but its success show that many political governance
systems can work when they are congruent with a
country’s culture and history.
“The significance of China’s success then, is not that
China provides the world with an alternative but that
it demonstrates that successful alternatives exist.”

Democratize or die
In the same issue of Foreign Affairs, Yasheng Huang,
Professor of Political Economy and International
Management at the MIT Sloan School of Management
argues that Li is incorrect when he cites public
approval of China’s general direction as evidence that
China prefers the political status quo.
A country without free speech is like a single choice
exam, he said.
Huang also argues that systematic data simply do not
agree with Li’s assertion the Chinese political system
as a whole is meritocratic because what matters is
patronage, the “hidden rule” of the promotion system.
He also admits that it is unlikely that a democratic
China would beat today’s China in GDP growth, “but at
least the growth would be inclusive.”
“The benefits would flow not just to the government
and to a small number of connected capitalists
but to the majority of the Chinese population, because
a well-functioning democracy advances the greatest
good of the most people.”
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